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ABSTRACT

This practicum is an investigation into using locational criteria as a means to evaluate

potential community based day ca¡e facilities. The approach employed examines the

components intregal to the development of community based day care facilities and

establishes a client groups needs and locational criteria checklist. The ptacticum

incorperates the va¡iables into an appropriate evaluative model and applies the model to a

specific example in the form of a case study. The basis of this practicum is that knowledge

and insight regarding day ca¡e services will strengthen the evolutionary process underway

within the child care system. The research is based on the belief that a successful

relationship between planning and ou¡ day care system is essential for developing an

effective and efficient future. In addition, this practicum has been organized to facilitate

funher srudy and allow for funher theoretical considerations.
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PREFACE

As our society changes, it is evident that one of the traditional roles of the family, the care

of child¡en, has become a partnership between the parents and the day care providers. The

imponance and demand for day care services has dramatically increased since the early

1970's. The present child care system in Winnipeg has evolved specifically due to the

change of lifestyle apparent in our population today. The inøease in single parent families

and the heightened participation by women in the modem workforce, accentuated by the

ever increasing economic constraints placed upon the urban family, dictate an increased

demand for day care facilities. As the demand for day care services inc¡ease, concerned

citizens, day care professionals and planners must add¡ess the issues that are imperative to

successfully establishing appropriate community based day care facilities.

Estabiished in 1909, Day Nursery Centre was the fi¡st nursery centre founded in

Winnipeg. Originally located in Winnipeg's No¡th End, it was conceived by a group of

women known as the Mother's Association, who were "concerned with problems of

delinquency and lack of recreational facilities for boys and girls a¡rd were responsible for

introducing supewised playgrounds in Winnipeg."l Today, Day Nursery Centre is a

non- profit supportive community service for children. Full day care services a¡e offered at

three Winnipeg sites: 650 Broadway Avenue, 336 Flora Avenue, and 355 Kennedy Street.

Day care services are provided to children ages two-six years and a¡e offered five days a

week from 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Day Nursery Centre is an organization governed by a

voluntary Board of Di¡ectors and staffed by qualified personnel which includes certified

I Day Nursery Cenke., "Historical Back$ound", p.4.
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Child Care Workers and an Executive Director. The Centers are licensed under the City

Health By-Law No. 17734 and are "concemed with providing to children quality care and

appropriate experiences so that every child may grow to their fullest potential as an

individual".2 Within this framewo¡k, Day Nursery Centre has specific objectives which

it constantly srives to fulfrll;

I . To provide a safe, happy, trusting envtonment for pre-school child¡en

which encourages each individual child to develop physically, mentally

socially and emotionally.

2. To suppon and srengthen families through cooperative child rearing and

parent education and counselling.

3 . To provide children with an adequate quantity of nuritious food to ensure

healthy growth and development.

Day Nursery Centre has grown out ofthe roots it established in 1909. Today, fulflling its

mandate has become increasingly difficult due to changes in the population it serves; more

specifically, the growing number of single parent families and the increaseá panicipation by

women in the labour force. The increased demand, resulting from these societal chalges,

has caused Day Nursery to look for alternative ways to meet the needs of a growing

number of clients, while maintaining the quality of care they provide. In so doing, Day

Nursery Centre is looking at relocating its Broadway location to a site which will i¡crease

their enrollment capacity f¡om 35 child¡en to 50 child¡en. Foreseeing such a move, Day

Nursery Centre felt it would be beneficial to have a study commissioned, which would give

them an idea or checklist of criteria which should be examined to help facilitate an

appropriate site selection. "Such information is helpful for developing priorities for

ailocating resources among different types of programs and for predicting how heavily new

arrangements will be patronized and how satisfied prospective users are likely to be".3

z nia.,p. t.
3 Dennis R. Young and Richard R. Nelson,, "Public Policy for Day Care of Young Children", p. ?2.
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In focusing on the problem presented to me by Mr. Randy Webber-Chairperson l,ong

Term Planning Committee, I felt it would be essential to uncover the elements that effect the

integration of such services into our urban fabric. This practicum endeavors to supply Day

Nursery Centre with the information it requires, as well, !o develop a methodology that can

be utilized by City Planners, Day Care Planners or any other community based day cue

organization,

ln undertaking such a srudy, I feel it is essential to state that my approach to the practicum

is from the planner's standpoint i.e. pragmatic, administrative, and implementation

oriented. It should be stressed from the beginning, that as a planner and working for a

pa¡ticular client, I have a commitment "to ensu¡e the longterm fit of the organization to its

environment and to avoid long term enors and to seize emerging opportunities".4 In

fulfilling this mandate, I must exhibit a "faithful, creative, and efficieni performance in

pursuit of my clients interests, but I will also owe allegiance to the public inte¡est and a

primary commitment to those restricted by social, economic, personal, and other

constraints".5 For as Beneviste (1987) states, "effective planning is planning that makes

a difference a¡rd is worthwhile and meaningful".6

It is not my assumption that this document will solve all of the problems faced by Day

Nursery Centre when trying to provide quality day ca¡e facilities. This document is meant

to be used as a tool to help esøblish a methodology for obtaining specific locational criteria

for a community based day care facility. The applicability of my results o¡ the evolution of

4. Guy Beneveniste., "Mastering the Polirics of Planning", p. 37.

5 tbia.,p.za.
6 tuia.,p.3s.
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my ideas is meant to be the starting point for future resea¡ch into the complex world of day

ca.re.



CHAPTER ONE

Introduction



CHAPTER ONE : INTRODUCTION

In our modem society, day care is a very real and contempo¡a¡y issue. The importance of

day care and the constant evolution of our societal needs prompted this investigation into

using locational criteria as one altemative method for evaluating potential day care sites'

As outlined in the preface, the practicum is primarily concerned with establishing a

comprehensive checklist of locational criteria to fulfiil Day Nursery Centres' mandate.

Supplementary to this process, the practicum endeavors to create practical guidelines for

locating community based day ca¡e facilities, with special attention given to non-profit

centers. The basis for this train of thought is the deshe to provide a comprehensive list of

site considerations to be used by other o¡ganizations in the initiai phase of project

development. The approach the practicum employs is threefold: first, to examine the

components intregal to the development of community based day care facilities; second,

from the analysis, to develop a specific locational criteria checklist and incorporate the

variables into an appropriate evaluative model; and finally, to apply the model to a specific

example in the form of a case study. The practicum addresses the three main client g¡oups

associated with day ca¡e services (the child, parent and the community) for analysis

purposes.l Moreover, the practicum is primarily a locational study and is structured to

estabiish a relationship.between effective and efficient planning and the future success of

community based day care facilities. Furthermore, the practicum is based on the premise

that ideas must, in one way or another, become a form of action.

I In this pracricum, interest goups and client groups have lhe same meaning.
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Having established the practicums objectives, the purpose of Chapter One is to highlight a

working defînition of day care and to discuss the role of the day care centre. In addition,

the discussion add¡esses the societal role of day care services and the day care situation in

the Winnipeg context. Funhermore, the discussion identifies the factors that must be

addressed when planning for future day care services.

1.1 What is Day Carel A Deffnition

Wittrin the scope of this practicum, a ì¡/orking definition of day care and the role of the day

care centre is essential to a complete understanding of what the practicum is endeavoring to

achieve. Historically, day care has exhibited a variety of roles, based upon an idea of

custodial ca¡e, but primarily day care has been a supportive sewice to the working poor and

the single parent family. Specifically day care has been defined as;

...any public or privately sponsored program, which provides

for the ca¡e of pre-school or school-age children (when not

in school) by someone other than adult members of the

child's own family, in whatever setting it takes place,

whether in an institution, Family Day Care arrangement,

foster ca¡e, Day Care Center, etc.....2

Putting this definition into perspective, day care centers often have various interpretations

of the service they provide: hence the term 'day care' is often applied to a variety of

services including;

l. temporary babysitting operations.

2. informal custodial care in neighbors' homes.

3. institutional ca¡e.

. 4. pre-school education in day care centers and nursery schools.

Taking this discussion one step further, the expression 'day care' often encapsulates terms

2 Dorothy Kispert., "Day Care as a Supportive Service for Low Income Families'', p. l.
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such as profit, non-proñt, community, worþlace, lab schml and college' In the Canadian

context, two of these terms may apply to every day care center in the country. within this

practicum, day care is defined as an "organized developmenøl and social service for all

healthy pre school-age children away from their homes for pan of dre day up to a maximum

of twelve hours".3 Furthermo¡e, for the purpose of this resea¡ch, the focus has been

na¡rowed to "writers or speakers concerned with the mo¡e formal day care arrangements'

where matters of public policy and subsidy are most directly involved".4

1.2 The Societal Rote of Day Care

Due to the evolution of our society, the social and economic demands placed upon the

family have all but removed the traditional role of the household as the care provider, in the

early stages of child development. This societal change has introduced day care as "a

potentially dynamic resource development perspective at a time when social, educational

and employment developments have become a distressing phenomena in free society".5

With this in mind, one must remember that day care is a societal service that has its merits

and d¡awbacks. For example, the implementation of a day care site into a

particular neighbourhood or community may disrupt the harmony of the a¡ea and cause

discomfon to some of its residents;

the location of a day care center in a specific community

will increase the noise level which neighbours will be

called upon to tolerate, the possibility of neighbourhood

property damage by over-energetic youngsters, and the

volume of moming and evening raffic on the day care

3 Jo" Hollir., "Polemics on Day Care", p.4.
4 Dennis R. Young ancl Richard R. Nelson., "Public Policy for Day Care of Young Children", p' xiii.

5 Joe Hollis., p. 3.
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street necessitated by parents dropping off and picking up

their chitd¡en.6

However, if quality day care is provided within a particuld neighbourhood it can offer

significant benefits to parents, their child¡en and society as a whole. In basic terms, good

day care is good human ¡esource development. Day care improves the life chances of the

child, at the same time acting as a socio-economic rectifier, offering the family the

opportunity to increase their socio-economic position. Improving the socio-economic

status of the family has a number of specific benefits. Fi¡st, it ¡emoves, from the

youngster, the stigma of being a welfare child, which can only benefit personal

development. Secondly, improved socio-economic status can enhance "parental

personality horizons, general satisfaction with life, and employment contacts that might

serve the child well in later life".7 Also, a number of benefits emerge from play

activities, nutritional meals, and the opportunity for timely medical and dental care. In

addition to these specific attributes, good day care will contribute to the "cognitive,

intellecrual, motor, personality and cultural development" of the child.8

In today's modern society, day care is seen as performing a socializing function which is

as beneficial to the parent as it is to the child. The parenøl interaction that takes place at the

day care centers can develop friendships and neighbourhood cohesiveness. Parents can

learn from each other a¡d slowly integrate themselves into their social envi¡onment, there-

by learning the functioning of their society, and consequently, how they can guide the

conduct of thei¡ child¡en in this respect. Complementing this learning process are the

benefits acquired through community participation; if the day care professionals involve the

6. tua.,p. z.

7 tbid., p. t2.
8 nia.,p. tz.
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parents in the day to day functions of the facility, a strong bond is developed with the

pa¡ticular site, further developing parental identification with thei¡ community.

1.3 The Winnipeg Situation

In the Winnipeg context, the importance and demand for child ca¡e services has increased

dramatically since the early 1970's and there is a growing concem "that the supply ofchild

care spaces, both private and public, has not kept pace with the demand".9 As discussed

earlier, an increase in demand for day care services ca¡ be att¡ibuted to a larger number of

single-parent families in the population, a heightened participation by women in the modem

workforce, and the ever increasing economic constraints placed upon the urban family.

In Winnipeg's case;

the level of demand for child ca¡e is primarily a function

of the number of children ofpre-school and early school

age whose mothers or sole-supþort fathers are in the

labou¡ force or attending school. Accordingly, changes

in the level of demand arise both from shifs in the number

of women with young children and the rate at which

they enter the labour force or attend school.l0

In addition, Statistics Canada information reveals that women with child¡en under three

years of age had an increased labour force participation rate from 28 4a in 197 6 to 50 Vo n

1986, whereas, for women with child¡en th¡ee to five years, their labou force participation

rate increased from 44 ?o to 6l Vo and for women with child¡en six to fifteen, the increase

9 Harvey Stevens., "Child Ca¡e Needs and Reatides in Winnipeg", p. 3.

1o b¡d,p.5.
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was fiom 54 Vo to 68 7o. These figures indicate a number of Eends associated with the

significant increase of women within the modem worldorce. It is evident that a woman's

role is undergoing drastic changes in our modern society. "The increasingly prevalent view

that women can and ought to work or have a career, as well as, raise children, probably

accounts for much of the inc¡ease in these labour force panicipation rates".ll

Furthermore, increasing economic constraints placed upon the family to achieve a desired

standa¡d of living necessitates the labour force participation of young mothers. Generally,

these are low-income families and rely solely on the mothers in the labour force; their

ability to obtain employment has a significant influence on the families standard of living'

However, in most cases the mothers are working just to achieve a minimally-acceptable

standard of living.

The statistics highlighted above indicate that the number of women with day care need wiil

increase by another 10.0 Vo by the year 1990. This in tum will stimulate further demand

for day care spaces. However, if the birth rates drop and the labour market and supply of

child ca¡e fails to expand, then this estimation may be too high. Altematively, "if the job

market expands, inflation picks up and the supply ofchild care spaces increases, then these

projections may be an accurate, if conservative estimate of the future demand for child ca¡e

in \ilinnipeg".12

The increased demand for day care services has produced a variety of problems for parents

looking to fulfill thei¡ needs. "Finding good quality care arangements, care that is

affordable, care fo¡ infants, part-days and occasional ca¡e are some of the difficulties

\t n¡¿., p. e.

12 ¡u¡¿., p. B,
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encountered".l3 Furthe¡ issues, presented by various literature sources, cite the need for

ca¡e with flexible arrangements and frnding a day care site in close proximity to the home,

as significant dilemmas when trying to obtain day care services. However, it is the

financial issue, accessibility and the concept of quality care and its benefits which seem to

come to the forefront as determinants in day care use.

1.4 Considerations for Community Based Day Care Planning

So far the discussion has presented the view that the demand for day care services is a

constant in our society. Addressing the ever increasing need for community based day care

facilities does not come about without a variety of problems. Not only does the term day

care imply a complexity all of its own, but it is often the case, that the understanding of the

function of those involved in day care range over a wide spectrum of opinions regarding

the nature of day ca¡e services. As a resea¡cher, "one is faced with a dilemma: should one

quote a spokeswoman for woman's liberation, a speaker concerned with the welfare

problem, o¡ an advocate of child development and preschool education. Any choice is

bound to represent only one aspect of a complex set of issues".14 Keeping this in mind,

there are both pros and cons for the provision of day care services. However, the scope

of this practicum is limited in ia focus and for this ¡eason the assumption shall þ made that

day care is an essential amenity of a healthy urba¡ envi¡onment. There are five a¡eas of

consideration which Day Care planning must address: 1. program format; 2. economic

considerations; 3. social conditions; 4. spatial considerations and 5. locational æpects.

13 tu¡a' p. st.
14 Dennis R. Young and Richard R. Nelson., p. 6.
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Addressing the program format of a potential day care service is essential for successfully

planning a future day care facility. Like any community resource, day care can bo used

wisely and unwisely; for example, the program format established may benefit one group

and not another. Therefore, the program format must confòrm to the needs and

requirements of the community in accordance with the other considerations highlighted

above (economic considerations, social conditions, spatial considerations and locational

aspects). For the purpose of the practicum the program format considerations are primarily

concerned with establishing the type ofday ca¡e service that is to be provided and the goals

and objectives of the organization in place. The existence of a program format that meets

the ever changing needs of the interest groups specified allows for a more efficient and

effective approach to planning.

There appears to be a consensus that the financial components associated with supplying

non-profit day care are always the overriding factor when providing the service. In the

Canadian context, the provision of non-profit day care services comes under provincial

jurisdiction. The individual provinces conrol and regulate the supply of the service by

setting standards and acting as the licensing and regulatory body. "Although each province

currently enters into an agreement with the Federal Govemment to obtain funds under the

Canada Assistance Plan, this cost-shared arrangement neither finances programs, nor

provides capital funds to establish new centers".15 In Winnipeg, fees from parents and

grants obtained from the P¡ovince of Manitoba-Department of Health and Social

Development are the primary funding sources in place. In addition, non-profit day care

cenEes often solicit private organizations fo¡ charitable donations towards operating costs.

[5 Laurel Rothman., "Daycare: A National Issue", p. 17.
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sets out a schedule for the calculation o¡

proportion a parent must pay for day care based upon marital status a¡d the number of

children under eighteen. The Standa¡ds Acr establishes a per diem fee which day care

providers are not allowed to exceed. Due to the fact that the parental contribution is based

strictly on the family make-up and net income, "the govemment's payment to the licensed

centre is determined by the number of full or half-days of spaces occupied by children".16

Having esøblished the funding structures in place, the primary economic considerations in

planning for community based day ca¡e facilities ¡evolve around the capital costs of the

project and the availability of funds to cover the cost of development and facility operation

and maintenance.

Human social behavior is another problematic component associated with the provision of

day care services. It is evident that there is a strong relationship between social factors and

an individuals beliefs and thoughts regarding day care services. In dealing with diverse

income groups, identifying the social factors that may affect the provision of non-profit

day care services and its c¡edibility as a valuable societal service is essential. The provision

of day care services can be adversely affected by social factors such as income levels,

employment status, educational levels and the interpretation of the service provided.

Addressing supplementary social issues such as individual perception, community

participation and neighbourhood cohesiveness will lead to a better understanding of some

of the problems which may be faced when introducing a site into a particular

neighbourhood. It is evident that the provision of non-profit day care services is a more

complex process than jusr the construcrion of the facility; it is the social behavio¡,

adsociated with the interaction that evolves from the service, that is essential.

16 P¡ovince of Manitoba., "Maniroba Child Care Task Force , 1989" , p.97.
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Physical or spatial considerations also come to the forefront in locational analysis. In

developing locational criteria for a non-profit day care centre, a variety of components of

the urban fabric, such as urban transportation, mobility patterns, the u¡ban environment,

u¡ban facilities, and the u¡ban infrastru$ure all have a considerable effect. More specific

determinants applicable to neighbourhood selection and site selection evolve within

conside¡ations such as accessibility, mixed land use patterns, approximate building size,

outdoor play space, existing amenities, parking, and transportation. Specific constraints

such as day care licensing requirements, zoning and the possibilities of alternative uses for

the site also become determinants in criteria development.

The five areas of consideration outlined above provides a generalized starting point to

conceptualize locational criteria. To fully appreciate how these features become intregal

components of this project, it is essential to highlight the methodology employed in

addressing these issues.

1.5 Methodology

The initial stage of the project r as to establish the objective of the practicum (as aniculated

above). With the project objectives in place, a review of the documented history of Day

Nursery Inc., and visits.to the three Day Nursery Centre sites helped to establish a hands-

on knowledge of day care practices. In addition, individual interviews and a user needs

study (See Appendix A) was undenaken to help establish the frame of reference in which

the practicum unfolds. Having undenaken these initial steps, a literatu¡e review was

undenaken to further distinguish the traits connected with day care services and the
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theoretical considerations associated with the projecr With all of the preliminary resea¡ch

complete, it was essential to categorize daø specifically applicable to the project. Once the

categorization of data was complete, a funhe¡ analysis of the data was undertaken,

specifically considering its relevance to the original project objectives. Furthermore, a

feedback system was built into the methodology, allowing a ¡e-examination of the process,

in light of the project objectives.

1,6 Synopsis

Chapter One of the practicum examined the concept of day care, the social role of day care,

the need and demand for day care in Winnipeg and the problems and issues associated with

day care planning. Chapter Two, is specifically concemed with the social conditions of

day care. It highlights the relationship between specific social factors and human

behavioural pattems. Furthermore, it discusses the influence of social factors on day care

development, pointing out that the facilitation of appropriate day care is more than just

implanting a physical structure into a neighbourhood. Chapter Three, summarizes the

spatial considerations associated with day care facilities and special attention is given to the

space required to achieve the most appropriate envi¡onment for development. The chapter

ends with a catalogue of spatial considerations to add¡ess when evaluating a proposed site.

Chapter Four, is an inquþ into the dynamics and extemalities of the community as they

exist at the neighbourhood level. The examination add¡esses a variety of analytical

procedures utilized in understanding the neighbourhood. In addition, special attention is

given to the nature of l,ocational Theory and the Site Planning Process. Chapter Five, is a

synthesis of the knowledge acquired from the previous chapters and establishes a

comprehensive client group needs and locational criteria checklist. This chapter examines
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the various land use modelling procedures employed by planners and is devoted to the

construction of an evaluative model. Chapter Six, is devoted to an evaluation of the results

accumulated f¡om model implementation and ¡eviews the method undertaken in this study.

Finally, Chapter Seven presents the summary and conclusions of this resea¡ch. To

supplement this cornmentary, a dynamic methodological flow+hart will assist the reader in

following the steps undertaken in the study (Figure 1).
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CHAPTER TINO : THE SOCIAL CONDITION S

OF DAY CARE

To integrate successfully a community based day care facility into a particular area, one

must not over look the fact that each community has its own unique social identity'

Consideration must be given to the social cha¡acteristics of the area so that the planning and

development of day care services ultimately benefits the entire community and reflects the

needs and requirements of the child, parent and community. Therefore, the objective of

this chapter is to delineate the social conditions associated with the integration of day care

services and to identify the variables that may have a significant relationship to the original

project objectives. To achieve this goal, the chapter is broken down into three

components. The ffst component examines what influences human behavioural patterns

with respect to day care services. In addition, the discussion addresses Maslow's theory

on what motivates human behavior and incorporates his ideas to establish a formula for

articulating the needs and requirements of the previously specified client groups (child,

parent, community). The second component of the analysis addresses the concept of day

care in the community. This section discusses the social planning approach proposed by

Harvey Perloff in an effon to elicit the information required to understutd the community

make-up and the changes that are characteristic to the area. Moreover, the section discusses

the societal benefits ofday care services and again relates the analysis to the specified client

groups. The final component of the chapter is devoted to establishing a catalogue of social

elements that may affect the provision of day care services.



2.1 The Social Dimensions of Day Care

Traditionally, day care programs are established as a custodial service to meet the needs of

the adults rather than the needs of the child. This requires that we fully understand the

elements that affect individual parental perceptions and determine behavior within society.

The implementation of community based day care facilities necessitates that we fully

understand and emphasize that the facility must satisfy the child's, as well as, the parent's

social needs. The concepts related to the implementation ofa community based day care

facility are equally valid at both levels. At this point it is imperative to distinguish a few

significant facts.

From the standpoint of individual needs, day care services offer the infant a vehicle for the

development of thêir personality, whereas, they offer the parent the opportunity for social

interaction. At the community level, day care services are seen to offer a service which

simultaneously add¡esses the essentials of the individual as one or as both the child and

parent. This is attributed to the fact that the child and parent are a family unit which in tum

is the basic building block of a community, or in other words, a microcosm of the

community. Using this approach dictates that we move from an examination of the

individual, that is both the child and the parent, towa¡ds community behavioral patterns.

This will shift the focus to the societal components essential to this practicum, thus

avoiding the pitfalls of the past, that is, looking ar day care with primarily the parent in

mind.

In our society, a strong relationship exists between behavio¡al pattems and specific social
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factors exhibited within one's environment. It is evident that "the culture of the urba¡l

community is at once the expression of a b¡oad range of activities - amorphous, diffuse,

dynamic, shaping, blending - in short ¡eflective of the many states of mind that are

contained within the community".lT Social psychologists address the complexities

evident throughout an individuals expression, by assuming that man is a'social animal'

and must be investigated by "how he thinks, feels and behaves in social situations"lS.

V/ith this in mind, it can be assumed that individuat and community behavior is influenced

by a variety of factors. More often than not, a human being's understanding of concepts is

influenced by one's ethnic origin, religion and the beliefs and values passed down by

previous generations. In most cases an individual's personality is influenced by these

specific societal beliefs, thoughs and values and may restrict or influence the individual's

perception, understanding and attitude towa¡ds services such as day care. Some social

psychologists have determined that personality influences a person's social behavior.

Other social psychologists have built upon this theory and have concluded that "personality

and behavior are influenced by a person's social background or by the social setting in

which that person finds himself or herself'.l9 Therefo¡e, an individual's psychological

make-up whatever its root causes, is one determinant influencing the interpretation of the

wo¡ld around him and of his behavio¡ i¡ various social situations.

As stated above, humans a¡e social animals whose behavior patterns are significantly

influenced by their psychological make-up. However, it must be noted that behavioral

pattems are also inJluenced by the deshe to fulfill a variery of needs, be they love, safety or

17 Harvey S. Perloff., 'Planning and the Urban Community", p. 48.

18 Johnathan Freedman, J. Carlsmith and David O, Sears,, "Social Psychology", p. vü.

19 Metø Spencer., "Foundations of Modem Sociology", p. 7.
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economic needs. As proposed by Abraham Maslow (1970), the desi¡e to fulfill a variety

of human needs is what influences an individual to choose one activity over another.

Maslow depicts human needs in a hierarchical structure (See Figure 2) and states that

fulfilling basic human needs provides the motivation to satisfy more individualistic needs.

The most basic needs are the physiological needs, i.e. ai¡, water and food and these take

priority over all other needs. These physiological needs employ the bottom section of

Maslow's diagram 'hierarchy of needs', with safety, belongingness, and esteem needs

occupying the middle portion of the diagram. "At the apex of Maslow's hierarchy is the

need for self-actualization, the desi¡e to achieve one's full potential as a human being".2O

(Figure 2) Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs

(Source: J. Kalat., "lntroduction to Psychology", p. 260).

¿N
/ 

^Ì:'*nìl;*;, 
\

/ Belongingness and Love Needs: \7 Social lnteraction \

Safety Needs: Security and Safety

/ PhrsioloeicalnN;fls;eFood, Drink, \

20 James W. Kalar., " Introducrion to Psychology", p.259.
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Fundamental to Maslow's theory is the idea that an individual must satisfy one level of the

hierarchy before undertaking an assault on the next level. Using this f¡amework for

analysis, it is often the case that certain needs take priority over others; however, to

understand and predict peoples' choices, we need to know a great deal about \¡,hat

motivates them. Applying Maslow's theory shows that a dichotomy (division) exists

between child and parental needs and also emphasizes their relationship with regards to

community based day care facili¡igs.2l

To address child and parental social needs and requirements, it is essential to approach the

examination from the following perspective: which needs can and must be addressed when

implementing a community based day care facility, and which needs stand out as the most

important with regards to both groups. As stated earlier, today's day care services offe¡

the opportunity for enhanced child development. Within the child development stage,

community based day care facilities can offer an environment that lends itself to the

satisfaction of Maslow's hierarchy of needs within the dimensions of their early

development stage. For example, the facility should satisfy the basic physiological needs

such as food, oxygen, sunlight, and shelter while the child is at the site. With these in

place, the child would san to develop a feeling of safety and security, the second phase of

Maslow's hierarchy. The educational programs implemented at the sire should lend

themselves to child development through social interaction which would foster feelings of

belonging and accomplishment, the third and fourth phases of the hierarchy. Building

upon these development phases, the child may eventually reach the optimum point in the

early developmental stage and may experience irs full potential. This development would

21 Ab¡aham Maslow's theory of a Hierarchy of Needs was urilized over other theories such æ the Drive
Theory concepmalized by Konrad l,orenzo or ùe Incentive Theory put forth by Clark Hull b€cause it
complimens the inquiry and provides the optimum format for obtaining the desired results.
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help to prepare the child for the next life stage transition which would be fulfilled at the

elementary school level. Therefore, it is imperative that when we plan for future

community based day ca¡e facilities, we add¡ess and supply services which facilitate the

optimum envhonment (i.e. physical and social) for child development.

It is generally the case, that the first concern of parents is the physiological, safety, and

educational needs of their child¡en. However, looking at Maslotv's hierarchy it is evident

that parental development can be enhanced through the social interaction inherent in the

patronage of a day care service. Social interaction evolves from the basic desire to satisfy

a variety of personal needs such as g¡oup identification and self-actualization. An

individual pa¡takes in a variety of relationships because "other people are the only or

primary means of satisfying certain needs, and man the¡efore affiliates in order to obtain

this satisfaction".22 The relationships and perceptions obtained through social interaction

develop and influence one's attitude and reactions towards services like day cale. The

individual attains an understanding of the traits associated with the service through the

mechanisms of association, reinforcement, and imiution developed through the process of

social interaction. For example, most parents believe that day care services should be

provided by appropriate day care professionals or educators. This component is very

important to the concemed parent with a limited income. These parents are highly

concemed with the development of their child and want the best ca¡e available for thei¡

money. The understanding the parents have acquired regarding the educational component

of the institution has evolved through individual perception and is stimulated by social

inte¡action. This unde¡standing works together with the economic restrictions of the

22 Johnathan F¡eedman, J. Ca¡lsmilh anrl David O. Se¿rs., p.27.
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family to determine pauonage and participation with a particular day care provider. With all

of this in mind, we must b€ able to identify specific social requi¡ements of the parents and

consider them when planning for a futue site. A mechanism must be employed which

will satisfy thei¡ concems regarding the physiological, safety and educational components

of the service, while at the same time providing an envi¡onment which is suited to social

interaction, individual development and the satisfaction of specific human requirements.

As highlighted, specific requirements and needs envisioned through Maslow's hierarchy,

show the strong relationship evident between both child and pa¡ental requirements. This

relationship effectively distinguishes some specific needs and requirements associated with

community based day care facilities. Human behavior pattems are greatly affected by the

satisfaction of such needs. If a community day care facility does not adequately identify

and add¡ess these issues, it is often the case that the patronage ofthat specific site may be

affected.

Another factor that influences human behavior is the desire to fulfill basic economic needs.

Day care services are essentially a component of the social service ne¡,vork within our

urban framework and are often seen as a means to an end for an individual to enhance thei¡

economic position. Quite often families rely upon day care services to give them the

opportunity to obtain employment or attend educational institutions to increase thei¡ earning

capabilities. ln most cases,

one's level of education affects one's level of income,

which, in tum, affects the type of care arrangement

chosen, it is necessary to account for the level of income

when looking at the relationship between education and

child ca¡e.23

23 Hu'tey Stevens., "Child Ca¡e Needs and Realities", p. ?2.
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In these circumstances, day care services are perceived as an essential social service and the

attitudes and beliefs regarding the services are often formulated from an economic

standpoint. People strive for an improved socio-economic position, yet without the

service, their economic oppomrnities would be limited.

Day care services do not remain static and are subject to changing socio-economic factors

such as income, employment, tenu¡e and marital status which invariabty influence the

demographic make-up of a particular area and the behavior of individuals. To fully

understand how an area is changing we must constantly examine its significant

components. "How many people and families, what a¡e the age groupings, what is the

ethnic composition, the income levels, the occupations, and the educational level of the

inhabitants"24 All of this information helps to give an adequate description and

explanation of the continuous changes in a particular neighbourhood arld how they will

affect individual perception and behavior pattems within the community.

The above discussion leads to the conclusion that human behavioral patterns a¡e influenced

by a variety of factors such as, environmental conditions which influence an individuals

psychological make-up, to the diffe¡ent social groups and their desi¡es to satisfy a variety

of needs. Furthermore, this analysis shows that in day care planning there should be a

permanent awareness of the dichotomy between child and parental needs. Understanding

what influences human behavior in these circumstances will enable the facilitators of a

community based day ca¡e service to be able to anticipate the type of actions that will take

place in the furure.

24 tu;a., p. 62.
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2,2 Day Care in the Cornmunity

Every community is unique and deveiops its own identity, complete with specifrc strengths

and weaknesses. Its development is contingent upon the history of the area and the

evolution evident within its demographic make-up. The integration of a day care facility

into a community can be greatly affected by neighbourhood composition and can only be

successful if we fully understand and add¡ess the essential (needs and requirements)

elements of the a¡ea.

To comprehend the needs of the community and its residents, it is beneficial to employ a

social planning strategy to identify the specific characte¡istics. "Good use could be made of

group and neighbourhood profiles which attempt to get at changing characteristics, major

unfulfîlled needs, and actual and potential strengths of one or various groups in the

community".zs In planning for future day care facilities, one must realize the value of

sociological resea¡ch while trying to completely understand the situation in a specific

community and offer the most appropriate approach. The¡e are five a¡eas of resea¡ch

which can contribute to a workable understanding of the present situation within a

community. They are:

Population stuli¿s-the study of the size, distribution, and

composition of a specific population and the changes in these

asp9cts.

Human ecology-the study of the community as an economic and

social organization of patterned relationships-spatial, temporal,

and functional.

Social organizations-the study of the human groupings in the

communiry: memberships, participation in community institutions.

25 Ha¡vey S. Perloff., p.297.
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Social disor ganization and co¡ttnunity problems-the study

of social conditions that are regarded as problematic or

pathological.

Social psyclnlogy-the study of individuals as members and

participants of groups within the community, and of their

attitudes and opinions-and how these are formed and changed.%

Employing the social planning approach supplies the information needed to understand the

community make-up and changes that are cha¡acteristic to the a¡ea. Building on the above

mentioned approach, incorporating a successful process of community participation to

completely understand each communities needs and requirements is benefìcial. Utilizing

such an approach enables "citizens to join politicians, planners, and other bureaucrats in

determining how goals and policies are set regarding the future of the community".27

This approach helps to alleviate some of the inconsistencies of a quantitative approach to

planning and benehts the overall effectiveness of the planning process.

Uncovering specific neighbourhood characteristics leads us to the realization that

communities hold within them, specific desi¡es often based upon the overall health of the

community. This 'health' aspect addresses the physical, mentâl and most importantly the

social welfare of the community. A community envisions a set of needs and values it

hopes to achieve. Community health and livability are perceived as the means for

developing community identity which can, in tum, facilitate the development of community

values, such as crime prevention, conservation of the environment, and the ability to

express and incorporate different lifestyles, into the community.

26 tua.,p.eo &6t.
27 Gerald Hodge., "Planning Cânadian Communities", p.351.
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Building upon the community needs discussed and putting this information into

perspective, it is essential to implement services which facilitate the development of

community identity while addressing essential needs.

If a community is to b€ a corn¡nunity, and not just

a random collection of people and things, then it
needs both the feel and substance of community living.

It needs a community life support system.28

As stated ea¡lier, appropriate day ca¡e services a¡e seen as a fpundation stone of a well built

system of neighbourhood services; an essential social service that provides oppornrnities to

the child, parent, and community. Day care services attempt to facilitate an environment

which lends itself to human development. "Healrhy personalities and healthy physical

beings are two of the most imponant indicators of well developed human resources".29

Quality day care provides a variety of educational lessons, introducing the child to aspects

of everyday life, such as, human inreracrion, personal hygiene, household duties, physical

fimess and promoting their overall well being.

Young children need peer relationships, additional adult

models, enriched educational programs, particularly true

because half of the intellectual development of a child is

achieved bY age 4'..30

This educational process helps to develop an improved physical and ethical health so that

"child¡en will not suffer from apathy, lack of initiative, irritability and intellectual

reta¡dation".3l Individual development will benefit society as a whole, creating a

28 A Review of Educational Policies in Canâda., p. 14

29 Joe Hollis., "Polemics on Day Care", p. 86.

3o n¡¿' p. zt.
31 tü¿, p. aa.
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foundation for fu¡ther development and growth of individuals who may eventually become

the catalyss of a successful community.

Mo¡eover, day care services can lend themselves to further parentâl development. As

briefly examined in Chapter One, day care participation promotes a variety of relationships

which enhance the educational opportunities of the parents. Day care provides the parents

the opportunities to leam from other parents, and at the same time, enabling them to

integrate into a social environment where they leam the "whys and whe¡e-fores" of the

functioning of sociery and consequently how they can guide the conduct of thei¡ child¡en in

this respect.32 Parental social interaction allows the individuals to identify with a specific

community service. This identification can essentially become the main ingredient in

guaranteeing the success and development of community based services.

Acknowledging educational development, it is easy to add¡ess the specific community

benefits ofday care services. As stated earlier, community development often hinges on

the demographic changes in a community and the overall health of the community.

Essentially, day care services provide benefits to the community in that they act as a vehicle

for the acculturation of the child and the socialization of adults. In addition, day care

facilities allow the residents of the community to partake in oúer activities which can lead

to community enhancement while feeling confident in a service with which they can have

input in and with which'they can identify. Therefore, day care services lend themselves to

community cohesiveness and development by facilitating oppofi¡nities for enhanced

community health, livability and identity. All of these community benefits arise from

human development opportunities, stimulated by day care services.

32 tu¡a.,p. ts.
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2.3 A Catalogue of Social Elements/Variables

As a¡iculated above, the location and development of a community based day care facility

should benefit the interest groups specified and reflect upon the social characteristics

prevalent to ensure ân equitable program fomlat and facility design. With this premise in

place, the analysis shall catalogue the social variables (derived from the previous research)

that have a direct effect upon facility development. Moreover, the catalogued variables a¡e

conducive to the evaluation procedure proposed in Chapter Five.

The consideration of a potential day care site must incorporate such a¡ea cha¡acteristics as

population change, family profile, population stability, tenure and income levels. Within

the parameters of a day care study, these demographic elements may either become positive

or negative elements to site evaluation. For example, whether the population base (agelsex,

ethnic composition, family characteristics) of a community increases or decreases is

essential in determining the present and future demand for day care services a¡d the short

and long term viability of the centre. In addition to predicting present and future demand,

these elements help to decide upon the most compatible type of day care service (i.e. part

time, fuli time, lunch or after-school programs) to meet conìmunity needs. Other areas of

consideration are founded in the stability of the population base. An examination into the

transient nature of the population and the tenure patterns cha¡acteristic to the area

determines the length the ¡esidents have resided in the community and whether or not they

owrV¡ent thei¡ living accommodations. This is essential to a site evaluation process because

as a planner or an organization attempting to integrate a community based facility, one must

understand the populations desire to stay in the community. A strong community presence
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may lead to overwhelming support and patronage of such facilities, whereas, a highly

transient population may not support community services such as day care due to the fact

they view their sny in the area as a point in transition.

As discussed ea¡lier , it is the financial situation of the residents that often necessitates their

patronage of day ca¡e facilities. Pa¡ental commirrnents to the family necessitate the use of

day care services to satisfy basic needs such as food and shelter. In these cases, the

families orn to govemment subsidized day ca¡e facilities in o¡der to avail themselves of the

opportunity to increase their earning capabilities. Therefore, it is essential fo¡ a site

evaluation process to understand the income level pattem in a community.

In a site evaluation process, consideration must also be given to a variety of needs and

values expressed by the community. These needs and values exist within such variables

as community crime levels, whether o¡ not the facility is an asset to the community, and the

availability of a substantial resident component devoted to community participation

practices. Crime levels are a very signifìcant factor to the specified interest groups; a

higher occurrence of criminal activities in the area is not especially conducive to successful

day care services. Funhermore, the development of a cornmunity based day care service

must be analyzed to determine its worth to the cornmunity. Will the day care services act as

a cornerstone of a community social service netwo¡k, and will the service help to build

community cohesiveness and identity by providing sewices which promote livability and

development at all levels? ln addition, the social climate must be examined to determine the

existence of a strong panicipatory network. This is essential to locational analysis and the

planning process, because input from the community can only lead to a more effective and
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efficient day care service, for as the adage goes, you don't have to be an expert to know

what you want.

Identifying all of the social elements that may effect a potential day care service is a very

complex and difficult task and is just one component of a locational analysis. As we have

seen there exists a vast array of social considerations in each community which provide it

with its own identity. Therefore, the identification of a variety of social variables is

essential in determining the locational viability of a site and service. The main consideration

is whether or not the variables used for analysis purposes adequately reflect the social

climate present.

2,4 Summary and Conclusion

Utilizing social-psychological research and social planning techniques provides the means

to unde¡stand the social conditions directly related to day care services. The identification

of the various elements that effect human behavior allows fo¡ a¡ examination of the social

dimensions encompassing the child, parent and the community. Funhermore, the analysis

aniculated a variety of community characteristics which may directly affect the interest

groups and the viability of a potential day care site. It is obvious community based day

care services help contribute to the overall livability and health of a community.

Understanding and incorporating the va¡ious social concems that have been add¡essed, will

ensure the day care services implemented, contribute to individual and community

development.
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CHAPTER THREE : THE SPATIAL

CONSIDERATIONS OF DAY CARE

Examining the characteristics associated with community based day care facilities

necessitates an investigation into the spatial dimensions required by the facility. Chapter

Two identified the social conditions relevant to day care services, and it is apparent that the

opportunities offered by day ca¡e sewices is contingent upon specific spatial requirements.

The goal of this chapter therefore, is to examine the nature of the space required to achieve

the most appropriate environment for development. To obtain this information, the

analysis b¡eaks down the previously determined client groups into two significant user

groups: the pdmary users (the children) and the secondary user groups (the parents and the

community). As in Chapter Two, the inquiry is structured hierarchically in the following

manner: individual (private) space; group (semi-private) space; and service (common)

space. These levels a¡e examined in ¡elation to their ability to facilitate the social conditions

and requirements addressed in Chapter Two. The analysis concludes with a specific focus

upon the needs exhibited by Day Nursery Centre. The dimensional parameters created are

in accordance with the requkements established by The Communit], Child Day Care

Standa¡ds Act (19861.33 It is essential, as planners and day care professionals, to ¡ealize

the importance of adequately providing facilities that offer the greatest environment for

human development. However, in an analysis such as this one, the spatial considerations

must also conform to the program format, economic considerations, and social conditions

previously discussed.

33 "The Community Child Day Care Slandards Act of the Govemment of Manitoba", (1986).



3.1 Providing an Appropriate Environment

Addressing all of the spatial requirements essential to the provision of an appropriate

physical environment "enables a good staff to plan and carry out good programs for

child¡en with greater effectiveness".34 In addition, appropriate space utilization can offer

opportunities to parents and the community. With this in mind, it is essential to

understand that certain basic spatial requiremenß must b€ fulfilled; these in tum, provide a

physical envi¡onment which can be used flexibly fo¡ additional activities, thus maximizing

the effectiveness of a program. The space utilization program marix (Figure 3) shows

how diverse user groups can make use of the spaces:

(Figure 3) Space Utilization Program
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34 Sally Pto"enc¿, Audrey Naylor, and June Patterson., "The Challenge of Day Care", p. 82.
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Child spatial requirements a¡e addressed by individual (private) and group (semi-private)

space, whereas, parental and community requirements a¡e add¡essed primarily by group

(semi-private) space. At this point it should be noted that the parental and cammunity

spatial need is based upon a time specific requirement instead of an actual space specific

requirement. Finally, communal requirements encompasses group space and more

specifically service space which consists of all non-child space and is based upon specific

requirements for the operation of the facility. A generalized inventory investigates the

spatial requirements applicable to each category and relates them to the social conditions

addressed in Chapter Two. Approaching it at this level allows for a consideration of the

spatial requirements essential to support development.

3.2 Individual Space

As stated in Chapter Two, individual needs and requirements can include both the child and

parent or be singular in nature. This discussion concems itself with the child's individual

requirements; 'individual' refers to the actual per child space required (i.e. private space)

for development.

Within the walls of any day care facility a certain percentage of individual space' is

essential for an environment conducive to child development, numerous day care

professionals and child psychologists have concluded that child¡en need an appropriate

amount of individual space for development.3s As discussed in Chapter Two, once the

35 Interviewing various day care professionals subsøndared the rheories put fourth by Paul Musæn,

Piaget, and t ouis Sander regarding individual space for developmenl
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child is provided with the initial physiological needs of food and shelter, it aspires to

achieve more progressive levels of development. For example, the previous discussion

alluded to the child's need to achieve feelings of safety and belonging. To address this

need or requirement, day care providers dealing with a "full time day care centre"

conceptualized the amount of space needed.36 Their experience has show that

approximately 37o of the facrJity should be used for a coat stotage a¡ea which supplies each

child with a locker or cubicle with his/her name attached to the space. This space provides

the child with a sense of belonging and permanence, somewhere with which they can

identify. To reinforce this position, specific articles of fumiture may also lend to chiid

identification. Each child can be issued a chair with its name on it for identification

purposes. This again acts as a tool for positive reinforcement a¡rd stimulates feelings of

security.

Every child is similar to an adult in their need for individual space o¡ a personal envelope.

A child can function more appropriately if not forced into interaction because of limited

space. For example, professionals have concluded that app¡oximately 9 sq.ft. per chiid

should be allocated and used for individuai play space and approximately 6 sq.ft. per child

for sleeping space. Furthermore, professionals have calculated that each child must be

allotted approximately 21 sq.ft. of the total outdoor play space area for individual use.

These dimensions work to provide the child with the space needed to develop on an

individual basis, which is as important, as the development opporrunities stimulated at the

group level.

36 A fuU time day ca¡e cenFe is one where cãe is provided for mo¡e than fou¡ hours a day ancl three or

mo¡e times a we¿k.
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Further individual spatial requirements are essential to individual hygiene development.

Children a¡e taught the importance ofpenonal hygiene which in-tum acts as a vehicle for

acculturation. Experts have found that approximately 250 sq.ft. of the facility should be

devoted to wash¡oom facilities. This breaks down to approximately 7 children for each

toilet and washbasi¡.

Essential to undersønding these figures is the idea of flexible space as referred to in (Figure

4). In every case, individual space cân be transformed and utilized for an alternative

function, for example a child's ind.ividual spatial requirements for sleeping can late¡ be

utilized for a group activity. For this reason the concepoal spatial dimensions exhibited in

Figure 4 are for specific allotment purposes only.

The spatial requirements articulated above are essential to individual chlld development.

Individual space is a key element in a child's developmental continuum. If an appropriate

amount of space is not provided to facilitate individual development, we may infringe upon

the child's developmental process. It is essential to allow for space which promotes

developmental opportunities, further preparing the child for their next life transition

stage.37

3.3 Group Space

As illustrated in the space utilization program matrix (Figure 3), group space or serni-

private space encompasses all the categories exhibited in the matrix. Chapter Two

discussed the importance of inte¡action at both the child and parent levels, as well as

3? Paul Mussen, John Conger and Jerome Kagan., "Child Development and Personaliry", p. 176,
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(Figure 4)
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the parental concerns regarding the câre and development of their child¡en. Chapter

Two also alluded to the community benef,rts fostered by day care services. Putting these

conclusions into perspective, it became apparent that certain spatial requirements were

required to provide the environment needed to stimulate interaction. The purpose of this

section is to discuss the group spatial requirements for the primary users, the child¡en.

Parental and community spatial requirements are add¡essed in section 3.5 Parent and

Community Space for the reason that the satisfaction of their needs is maximized within the

$oup setting.

The space required to create an environment suited to group interaction amongst the

child¡en is designated for play and educational programs. The spatial requirements for

child development are specific in natu¡e, however, the incorporation of space with a

changing identity is very impo¡tant to the development of the child a¡d the overall success

of the facility. With this in rnind, spatial dimensions must add¡ess the area needed fo¡

group activities to occur. In addressing the space required fo¡ the educational programs of

the facility, i.e. the play area, multi-purpose room, or group space, day care professionals

have stipulated that these spatial requirements should encompass approximately 297o of the

facilities Net A¡ea (as exhibited in Figure 4). If we b¡eak down the space further, the actual

percentage of play space required for each child in a group setting, consists of 37o of the

297o estimated for group activities. The actual dimensional requirements can vary, but day

care professionals further estimate that approxim ately 20Vo to 40Vo of the group space can

be utilized in conjunction with the flexible individual space at any one time in order to

provide space for specialized group activities. The interaction evolving through group

activities stimulate the child at both the physical and mental level. Furthermore, the
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relationships developed through group activities encourage association, as well as

imiution, which are central to the educational process and the hiera¡chical development

exhibited in Maslow's diagram.

3.4 Parent and Community Space

The flexible space concept referred to earlier helps to incorporate the spatial requirements

for parental interaction and community use within the facility. The space required for

parental interaction shall be of a more flexible natu¡e and shall be composed of space in the

facility used for a variety of activities, often including a large portion of the individual,

group or flexible space shown in Figure 4. Highlighting the fact that parental spatial

requirements essentially revolve on a time specific basis rather than a space specific basis

helps to conceptualize the flexible space concept. The utilization of the entrance way and

the multi-purpose ¡oom for interaction amongst parents helps to stimulate rclationships and

a feeling of community. As stated abve, the spatial requirements for these a¡eas are meant

to handle a peak load at specific times. For example, day care professionals recommend an

entrance way that covers at least 2Vo of ¡he entte facility. In addition, they stipulate that

87o of the site be used as a multi-purpose room which can become a large muscle atea, or a

waiting room for pa¡ents, again displaying its flexible nature. The relationships developed

through the interaction opportunities facilitated by this space can assist in the socialization

process of the adults arid can educate them with regards to the mechanics of the facility.

Furthermore, day care professionals have also determined that a large portion of the play

space can also be used for parent group meetings. At any time approximately 37 Vo of the

space used for educational programs and play can be transformed into a meeting room.
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The relationship exhibited between spatial requirements and parental needs revolves a¡ound

the satisfaction of needs stimulated by a space or spaces that nurn¡re social interaction.

The interaction facilitated by the day care facility fosters relatiönships that can further

benefit the entire community. As stated in Chapter Two, day care services act as a

comerstone of the community social services network which help to build community

cohesiveness and identity. Providing a percentage of space for social interaction amongst

community membe¡s inc¡eases human development opportunities which nurture futu¡e

community enhancement and growth. Furthermore, the utilization of the flexible space for

altemative community groups would also contribute to the overall strength and heåIth of the

community.

3.5 Service Space

In order to address the spatial requirements delineated under the sewice space category, it

must be thought of as space which is essentially non-child space, space that is utilized for

the daily operational aspects of the facility; i.e. food preparation, maintenance, and clerical

or managerial duties. As was evident in Chapter Two, most parents have a very strong

opinion on the environment needed for a day care service to function appropriately. Day

care experts have often used the suggestions supplied by parents and the knowledge they

have obtained through theoretical examinations to formulate specific dimensional

requirements pertaining to service space. To provide a facility which offen the best care

possible, service space becomes a very critical component of the facility. It becomes the

backbone or lifeline to the envi¡onment required fo¡ human development. Comparing
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the spatial requirements for service space to the previously described needs, it becomes

apparent that service space does not have a flexible nature, but has a more rigid

composition.

Utilizing the information gathered from various sources, day care professionals

conceptualized spatial ¡equirements for the components regarded as service space. The

following list incorporates the elements considered as support space, and the va¡iables

attached to each are approximations of the net area required to suppon the facility.

(Table 1) Conceptual Service Space Reoui¡ements.

1. Kitchen and Laundry space:

2. Di¡ecto¡s Off¡ce:

3. Program Office:

4. Interview Office:

5. General Office:

6. Staff Room:

7. Storage:

Percentage of Net area

47o

27o

3Vo

2Vo

3Vo

37o

53h_

227o

As is evident in (Figure 4), the total Net Area for service space accounts for 47Va of the

facility. This fÏgure is comprised of the 227o listed above anò 25Vo of the net area is

allowed for ci¡culation, wall thickness and mechanical space. This space becomes

complementary to the operational space of the facility and is better incorporated in actual

architectural drawings. The incorporation of these spatial requirements satisfies the

essential child needs, as well as the parental concerns rcferred to earlier; however, the most
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important relationship evident is between service space rcqui¡ements and the community. It

is essential to include all of the components required to obtain the most appropriate service

to meet corn¡runity needs and requiremens.

The spatial considerations add¡essed above have been of a generalized nature, but should

be considered by anyone providing a community based day care facilily. Each day care

facility or program will have very specific requirements based upon their mandate and the

community they serve. The theoretical discussion above is meant to provide info¡mation

regarding the different levels of development and their relationship to spatial requfuements.

Puning this information into perspective, it is apparent that a strong relationship exists

between spatial dimensions, program format, and the individual or g¡oup needs and

requirements articulated in Chapter Two. The socialization and educational opportunities

offered to the child, parent, and community are contingent upon the provision of space

appropriate to satisfy their requirements. To focus on a specific example, the discussion

shall now turn to Day Nursery Centres requirements for their future site.

3.6 Day Nursery Centre Requirements

At this point it is essential to note that each province employs specific regulations and

requirements for the operation of a community based day care facility. The legislation

enacted by a provincial body often add¡esses the theoretical spatial concerns discussed

previously in this chapter. In Manitoba, specific dimensional requirements for full time

d.ây ca¡e facilities are regulated under The Community Child Da:¡ Care Standards Act

11986). Taking into consideration that Day Nursery Centre is looking to relocate is facility
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requires an examination into the spatial requirements necessary to its service. The

examination considered the dimensional requirements stipulated in the legislation and

revolved a¡ound Day Nunery's mandate and their plan to increase paEonage from 35 to 50

child¡en. The following breakdown was "developed from the Government Standa¡ds Act

and revised through consultations with the Executive Direcor and staff of the Day Nursery

Centre".38 As we have seen, "if the physical facility is grossly inadequate, staff cannot

function well, and making the children's experiences rich and appropriate will be very

difficult".39 This principle also applies to the other groups who may be utilizing the

facility.

The requirements exhibited on (p. 44) are comparable to the theoretical spatial dimensions

discussed ea¡lier in the chapter. The 6,000 sq. ft. is meant to add¡ess the child, parent, and

community needs and requirements for development, as well as, the service or operational

space required by the fâcility. These dimensions a¡e essential in establishing a significant

relationship between the social conditions discussed in Chapter Two and the spatial

requirements referred to above. Moreover, the results help to provide a benchmark for

further examination into the acrual site planning process.

3.7 Summary and Conclusions

The identihcation of the specific social conditions articulated in Chapter Two, has produced

the framework for a theoretical examination into the spatial dimensions essential to the

qeation of the most appropriate envi¡onment for developmenl Consideration was given to

38 Friesen, Tokar, and Reynolds, (Architectu¡âl Pârhership)., "Day Nursery Cenre New Facility

Options", p. 3,

39 Sally Pto""n.", Audrey Naylor, and June Pattenon., p. 82.



(Table 2)

Vestibule and Enrance A¡ea

Child¡en coat storage etc.

Play area - 50 x 35 + 500
(suMivided in Junior/Senior)

Multi-purpose Room

Kirchery'Laundry

Children's Wash¡oom

Executive Di¡ecton Office

Volunteer Program Office

Unit l,eader[nterview Office

General Office

Staff Room

S torage

Net A¡ea

Gross A¡ea

Day Nursery Centre Spatial Reouirements.

100 sq. ft.

200 sq. ft.

2,250 sq. ft. 377o

500 sq. ft. 8Vo

280 sq. ft. 4Vo

250 sq. ft. 3Vo

120 sq. ft. 2Vo

200 sq. ft. 3Vo

100 sq. ft. 2Vo

250 sq. ft. 3Vo

200 sq. ft. 3Vo

350 sq. ft. 57o

4,800 sq. ft. 757a

1,200 sq. ft. 25Va

6.000 so. ft. 100Vo

7o

27o

3Vo

Allowance for ci¡culation, wall thickness a¡d mechanicaVelectrical space:

(Source: Friesen, Tokar and Reynolds. A¡chitectural Partnership)
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development at all three levels, the child, parent and community. The spatial

requirements exhibited at each level allow for a conceptual spatial analysis to occur. Each

spatial category has very specifîc requirements, based upon a variety of factors, the

relationships of which became an essential comerstone of the analysis. Focusing upon the

information obtained, results in very specific conclusions regarding the spatial dimensions

required to provide the most appropriate day care environment. Utilizing this information,

the chapter has addressed the spatial requirements Day Nursery Centre needs in order to

fulfill its mandare. specifications were guided by The communitv child Da!, care

Standards Act (1986) and the expertise of child care professionals. The information

gained by the investigation of the spatial requirements needed to address the social concems

discussed earlier, signifies the strong relationship between space and development

opportunities. The analysis further substantiates the idea that the joining of social and

physical planning could provide a continuous process of human development and

neighbourhood improvement.



CHAPTER FOUR



CHAPTER FOUR: DAY CARE

PLANNING

The decision to implement a community based day care facility hinges upon a variety of

factors. First, it is imperative to add¡ess the pro$am intent and economic considerations

associated with the original project objectives. Second, it is essential to highlight the social

conditions of day care âs exhibited in Chapter Two. Third, to meet project expectations the

examination must address the spatial conside¡ations required to meet the individual and

community needs, as presented in Chapter Three. Finally, the decision process must

include the physical dynamics and extemalities of the community, as they exist at the

neighbourhood level. As stated earlier, the practicum is bringing forth information fo¡ the

development of a locational criteria checklist. With this in mind, the purpose of tÏis chapter

is to interpret the ideas behind the Neighbourhood Unit Concept and Neighbourhood

Analysis for locational criteria development pu¡poses. Uncovering the theoretical

considerations required to understand the neighbourhood, will distinguish their imponance

to the land use planning process. In addition, the examination will address two other

theoretical approaches utilized for site evaluation purposes, i.e. Locational Theory and the

components of the Site Planning Process. Once this examination is complete, conclusions

will be drawn regarding the variables contingent to the development of a community based

day care facility. The elements applicable to the development of a locational criteria

checklist are conside¡ed of equal value to the previously delineated criteria, and will be

catalogued for model construction purposes. The approach taken in this chapter is based

upon the idea that the development of community based facilities must incorporate a
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sEategy which includes variables that are already in place and the variables which will

invariably affect its futue. These considerations must be addressed in order to meet the

needs and requirements of the interest Foups established.

4.1 The Neighbourhood Unit Concept

To begin this discussion, it is important to highlight the fact that no one definition of a

"neighbourhood" has come forth which encapsulates the true meaning of the concept. "Its

very complexity baffles the investigator, one merely carves out slices of the problem and

investigates them according to the concepts and procedures of specific disciplines".40

Throughout history, neighbourhood units have been studied at a morphological level,

based on configuration and urban land use structures. Recently, neighbourhood research

has taken a more sociologically oriented approach, focusing on the significant relationship

between physical design and social behavior. This theoretical principle has fostered

arguments both for and against this approach and has funher added to the dilemma of the

neighbourhood definition. However, within the realm of an undefined entity, the idea of

the "neighbourhood unit" has become a significant topic for resea¡ch since the early 1920's

and "the concept of neighbourhood is generally acknowledged to be one of the most

important physical organizing principles in modern city planning".4l Although

complicated in its theory, and often charged with being illusionary and unrealisric, the

concept has presented pianners with a workable scale unde¡ which community services can

be designed.

40 A¡ne Buttimer., "social Space and the Planning ofResidential Areas", p.279.
41 Maste¡s 2 clæs., "Future Foundations: Towa¡ds a Multi-Use School Concepf', p. l l.
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To the modem city planner, urban neighbourhoods become the cornerstones ofa complex

metropolis and the neighbourhood units become the cells or parts of a living organism.

This interpretation becomes the foundation for the neighbourhood unit concept r¡rhich is

generally attributed to the research and theories conceived by Clarence Perry. Perry's

concept wâs based upon the "a¡ea which embraces all the public facilities and conditions

required by the average family for its comfort and proper development within ttre vicinity of

its dwellings".42 The following list highlights the objectives to fully understand the main

functions of the neighbourhood unit concept:43

1. lntroduce a principle of physical o¡der into the chaotic fragmented urban aggregate.

2. Reintroduce local, face to face types of contacts into the anonymous urban society,

thereby helping to regain some sense of community.

3. Encourage the formation of local loyalties and attachments and thereby offset the

impact of social and residential mobility.

4. Stimulate feelings of identity, security, stability and ¡ootedness in an environment

which threatens such feelings.

5. Provide a local training ground for the development of larger loyalties to city and

nation.

Considering the above, it becomes apparent that the neighbourhood unit concept is both a

social and physical planning entity designed to delineate a social unit whose size is

sufficient enough to support a variety of community facilities. In other words, "the main

function ofsuch a unit is to supply the immediate needs of its inhabitants by the convenient

location of its componen6", to promote an envi¡onment best suited fo¡ optimum individual

and community development.44 To achieve his objectives, Perry utilized six planning

principles to øeate complete neighbourhoods:

42 Clarence Perry,, "The Neighbourhood Unit", p. 259.

43 nia., p. zss.
44 Micheal Chan., "Towa¡d an Inte$ated Theory ofNeighbourhood Planning", p.13.
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1. Size, in ¡elation to the population required to maintain one primary school.

2. Boundaries, which should define, separate and a¡iculate the neighbourhood within

the body of the town.

3. Open space and a system of small parks which would provide for recreational

needs.

4. Institutional buildings providing educational and social services to the

neighbourhood should be grouped at the center.

5. l,ocal shops should be laid out on the periphery of the unit.

6. An intemal street system which should be proportional to their traffic load. They

should discourage through traffic but facilitate intemal ci¡culation.

Basing his approach on the residents concern for a safe and pleasant environment, Perry

felt his conceptualization should foster sunoundings that would contribute to social

interaction, stimulated through the utilization of a variety of community amenities.

Planning neighbourhoods, which situated shopping centres ât the periphery and street

pattems which facilitated easy access to the neighbourhood institutions at the center of the

community, was meant to provide an effective and efficient environment (To further

understand Perry's concept refer to Figure 5). Perry felt that social interaction, stimulated

through the utiüzation of physical design, would promote association which was an intregal

component of the community health ând development process.

It becomes apparent, upon examining Perry's principles, that his proposition is very simple

and straight forward: 
.identify 

the neighbourhood and its residents, then create the

aÍnosphere, through design, necessary to stimulate and suengthen the relationship between

the two. It is this simplicity that has, in all probability, given Perry and his concepts so

much credibility and longevity within the plaruring discipline.
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(Figu¡e 5) The Neighbourhood Unit - Cla¡ence Perry

(Source: Cla¡ence Perry, "The Neighbourhood Unit", Monograph 1. Neighbourhood and

Community Planning, Regional Survey of New York and Its Environs. 1929).
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Today, Perry's concept is accepted by planners and planning authorities who must

constantly defend their theoretical approach in practical terms. Furthermore, the

acceptance of the concept is supponed by its appeal to a variety of divene interest groups

who a¡e constantly concerned with addressing their individual requirements. The

philosophy in which it is based revolves around the ability ro crcate a community through

the use of physical design. His approach is meanr to identify the neighbourhood and its

residents and to stimulate and strengthen the relationship between them.45

In utilizing Perry's approach for the purpose of this practicum, a few assumptions have to

be made and accepted. First, we must assume that the use of a community based facility

will provide the sening for the residens to get to know each other and develop relationships

which can in turn be useful to the community. Second, it must be assumed that physical

planning can contribute to an integrated cornmunity life. Assuming these conditions allows

for the utilization of Perry's theory within this section of the practicum. "So that we may

extract from it the principle attributes of the neighbourhood unit idea", to produce a list of

criteria which will be beneficial in addressing the complexities involved with the

implementation of a community based day care facility.46

4.2 Neighbourhood Analysis

In attempting to address specific characteristics of ân area, it is essential to employ an

approach which is understood by the researche¡, as well as, the people utilizing the

45 Regardless of the ups and downs of The Neighbourhood Unit theory over the years, people keep

coming back !o Perry's concept for analysis purposes.

46 Miche¿l Chan., p.18.
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information obtained. To accomplish this task, an examination into the neighbourhood

analysis procedure will be undenaken to distinguish what it is, how it works, and why it is

important. The traits it exhibits shall be instn¡mental in generating all the information

required to successfully integrate a service into a panicular area or region. To begin, we

must address the question: what is neighbourhood analysis? Fundamentally'

neighbourhood analysis is a study undertaken to identify the evolutiona¡y stage being

experienced by the neighbourhood. It entails a specific examination of the a¡ea and a

gathenng ot lntormaEon on:q,

1. housing conditions, including the location and extent of blight and potential blight.

2. cha¡acteristics of families affected by poor housing.

3. conditions in non-residential areas, including location and extent of blight and

potential blight.

4. adequacy of community facilities and services, both public and private'

5. causes of blight.

6. steps needed to eliminate present blight and prevent future blight.

This type of analysis is mea¡t to nurture a neighbourhood plan of action which is designed

to create extemalities that become assets to the residents of the community. Similar to

comprehensive community planning, neighbourhood analysis is concerned with the

improvement and development of the entire community. Neighbourhood analysis

generally supplements planning studies to supply more detailed information regarding the

condition of residential a¡d non-residential structues, and to reflrne studies of community

facilities and public improvements.4S To undertake such a study, it is fnst necessary to

delineate the neighbourhood or area which will be studied. Once this has been

accomplished an examination into housing conditions, family types, and amenities can

47 U.S. Depattment of Housing and Urban Development., "Answers on Neighbourhood Analysis", p.l.

48 n¡a.,p. t.
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provide a general picture on family size, race, income and other neighbourhood

characteristics.

Next, we must understand how neighbourhood analysis works. To obtain the required

information, neighbourhoods must be seen as a cell or part of a living organism that

"changes over time in pattems roughly analogous to the life cycle of a living being".a9 4

convenient tool is to view the neighbourhood as endowed with a five stage life cycle

continuum (See Figure 6). Stage One neighbourhoods a¡e relatively new neighbourhoods

which have desirable locations and atEact ¡esidents who care for and maintain the area.

These a¡eas are generally healthy and do not exhibit any physical signs of declining.

"Stage Two areas are generally older neighbourhoods where some functional obsolescence

exists, densities may be higher and minor physical deficiencies in housing a¡e visible".50

Stage Three neighbourhoods exhibit clearly visible deficiencies in housing and the rental

tenure is quite high. The social status in these areas is significantly lower and many

structr¡¡es have been converted to higher density uses. Stage Four is characterized by a

large number of deteriorating housing structures, and poverty level households often

dominate the a¡ea Stage Five neighbourhoods "are cha¡acterized by massive abandonment

and populated by those of the lowest social status", in the Canadian context the stage five

situation rarely exists.5l

The classification of an a¡ea along the life cycle continuum entails a detaited analysis of a

variety of criteria. The c¡iteria may exhibit a greater or.lesser signiñcance with regards to

49 Masters 2 class., p. ll.
5o tuia., p. tz.
5t ¡u¡a., p. tz.
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Soci¡l Mígration
Stâhr! Mobilitt

high high,nctin.
mlgruion

hlgh low, net in.
migrarion

mcdium low, net
out
migratlon

decllnlng hlgher, ne.t

out-
migration

dcclinlng high, nea
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migrarion

si ngle- family/
multi-family
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household¡,
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many child¡en

(Source: ril.H. Rohe and L.B. Gates, "Planning with Neighbouhoods", 1985).
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the neighbourhood. In most cases the plarurer refines the criteria that will be examined to

arrive at the most accu¡ate a¡ea cha¡acterization, In refining the classification, each a¡ea will

be tested against a predefined set of criteria (See Appendix B) to distinguish the relationship

they exhibit to the neighbourhood. Cenain criteria can be tested against statistics to obtain

results; however, in most instances the criteria reflect a bias in favour of the physical

conditions or programmes present. An example list of the types of criteria that may be

examined is presented below:

Cfable 3) Area Cha¡acterization Criteria

1. age / condition;

2. intensity / use I zoning

3. traffic / transponadon corridors;

4. services;

5. isolation / fragmentation; although population cha¡acteristics have been included.

6. tenu¡e / transience;

7. ethnicity;

othe¡ crite¡ia introduced, and considered appropriate, are:

8. population growth / decline;

f. income;

10. household / family number / size / children;

11. age (population);

12. property value change;

13. property turn oveI;

Finally, \¡/e must answer the question; why is neighbourhood analysis important?

Neighbourhood analysis is important because it provides an avenue for the researcher to

understand the character of a neighbourhood and to establish the neighbourhood at a point

on the life cycle continuum. The present stage a neighbourhood is at, has a significant
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relationship to the planning of its community based services. Planning programs must look

closely at the neighbourhood and the cha¡acteristics it exhibits to successfully unde¡stand

the role of the services that may be implemented and its relationship to the community.

Furthermore, the neighbourhood analysis approach provides the point of departure or

frame of reference fo¡ a mo¡e detailed approach to site selection.

4.3 The Land Use Planning Process

Complementary to the neighbourhood unit concepr and the neighbourhood analysis

approach, the planner must rely on land use planning to add¡ess factors that may be

significant to the location of a facility. The development of a community based service

must be considered within the complex urban planning scheme and must coincide with the

land use policies already in place in the community. Evaluating the community needs and

the civic resources will help to establish rhe rype of effect the service will have on the

surrounding community.

As discussed in Chapter One, the need for community based day care is constantly rising,

a¡d if this trend continues, the need for future facilities is essential. In this case, a more

appropriate method for effectively integrating these sites into our urban fabric is needed.

One way of ensuring effective and efficient development of these sites is to plan ahead.

Anticipation and planning should accompany a vision for the future, where preliminary

design, operational planning, and a specihc end use of the site a¡e all inctuded in the overall

plan. An appropriate planning process must evolve, and must contain the five essential

planning elemen¡5;52

52 Sanford M, Brown., "Planning Envi¡onmental He¿lth hograms", p. 4.
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1. Identify the Problem and formulate problem statement.

2. Establish the Objective and define mission and goals.

3. Determine the Methodology and list altemative activities'

4. Develop the Evaluation procedures that assess program impacl

5. List the Implementation te€hniques to carry out ttre action program.

To illusrate how the planning process would work, a flowchart (See Figure 7) shows the

process from "the statement of goals and objectives, tkough the base studies, analysis of

information, general plans to implementation and evaluations, and then cycles back to the

goals statement".S3 The entire procedure follows the methodology mentioned above;

however, each component of the process may or may not occur simultaneously throughout

its application. Furthermore, the stâges of the land use planning process have been

established to achieve specific objectives pertinent to the successful completion of the

project (See Appendix C).

tù/ithin this framework, the relationship between community needs and civic ¡esources is

addressed through the identification of specific land use pattems which a¡e related to the

development of an effective community based facility. These patterns become

complementary to the information obtained from the processes previously examined and

work together to meet the demand for a new site, the type of programs provided and the

lifespan of the site. Along with land use pattems, criteria must be formulated that are

concemed with the land area requirements of the furure site, the availability of the land,

and the compatibility between the service and existing land uses. Furthermore, an adequate

economic assessment associated with the operation of the service is essential. Operating

costs associated with the cost of the equipment, labour costs, and the land costs are

53 tua., p. t .
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(Figu¡e 7) Land Use Planning - Flow Chan
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peninent issues, and can be adequately addressed through proper planning. However, it

is the methodology exhibited by the land use planning process and the relationships

portrayed between the existing land uses and the future land use that are the essential

components utilized for this practicum.

4,4 Location Theory

The selection of a site is influenced by a variety if factors, as discussed earlier. Primarily,

the discussion has add¡essed the approaches undertaken by planners to adequately integrate

a service into a particular community. To understand another component associated with

the location of a service, the examination turns to a geographical approach to site selection

and briefly discusses the ideas associated with the concept of location theory. Location

theory can be attributed to the pioneering work of three classical locational theorists, von

Thünen, Weber and Christaller. Fundamentally, location theory focuses upon distance

and relative position as the key va¡iables in explaining spatial economies. Mo¡e

specifically, "the key variable in location models is distance, or more accu¡ately the costs in

money, time, and inconvenience of overcoming distance".S4 Understanding the

theo¡etical basis of location theory provides an explanation into the process of economic

location and the evolution of land-use activities within the urban context.

Location theory has lts origins in Germany where Johann Heinrich von Thünen

emphasized the pervasive role of distance costs and that the cost of rent va¡ied with the

distance from the market. Von Thünen's theoretical explanation of ordered zonation of

land use speala specifically to agriculture and other activities that uti-lize vast areas of space.

54 Joseph H. Burler., "Economic Geography", p. 73.
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His theory "recognized that there exists a collective reluctance on the part of society to

expend more effort in the movement of people and goods than is necessary in fulfilling

economic demands".55 For von Thünen and other location theorists, the spatial structure

of economic activity is based upon the facto¡ of distance (i.e. the distance from an

individuals home to the market place). The basis for studying von Thünen's theory is that

"if the mosaic of economic landscapes throughout the world is viewed with the explanatory

model in mind, endless examples can be cited of spatial ordering of land use on the basis of

location rent".56 Von Thünen's theory can be used as a principal explanatory device fo¡

the location of other kinds of economic activity by utilizing distance costs as the key

va¡iable fo¡ systematic analysi5.57

Similar to von Thünen, Alfred Weber based his approach on a minimum cost factor

analysis and utilized distance costs as the key factor for analysis. Weber's thoughts we¡e

based on the premise that his theory could be a complete universal approach that would

apply in any political or economic system. Weber's ideas differed from von Thünen in

that he did not recognize a spatiatly homogeneous environment. He assumed that an

inegular occurance of resources existed which he termed localized resources. "Weber's

model relates to industrial landscapes and transpon-oriented industries that require evenly

distributed localized resources such as coal and i¡on ore".58 Within his analysis, the

localized resources were given a fixed site and the location of transport oriented industries

were determined by the distance from the market, as well as, the distrnce from the localized

¡esources. He conside¡ed two other factors that may influence site location, "spatial

55 h¡a,,p.lc.
56 h¡a,p.eq.
57 tu¡¿,, p. u.
58 h¡¿.,p. tu.
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diffe¡ences in labor cost, and the efficiencies of firm agglomeration (clustering)".59

Weber established ma¡ket centers as permanent sites, which in tum, established the pattem

of consumption as a spatial constant. Furthermore, Weber conceptualized a spatial panem

of labou¡ costs based upon the idea that at any place, the supply of labou¡, at a fxed wage,

was unlimited and permanent. He believed that production sites a¡e influenced by the

market and the labour resource; however, he did not believe that the location of the

production site influenced the location of the ma¡ket or the labou¡ resource. Weber's ideas

be¡ame a¡ important extension to the location theory concepts put fonh by von Thünen and

his utilization of "distance and transport costs as his major explanatory variable places him

directly in the main stream of location theory".60

Building upon the ideas put forth by von Thünen and Weber, Walter Christaller

conceptualized a theory based upon the distribution a¡d functions of the urban settlement.

Christaller's theory, better known as "Cent¡al Place Theory deals with the spatial

distribution of consumer demand, and the locational panem of service industries and of

cenain market oriented manufacturing industries".6l Christaller's theory is based upon

manufacturing activities that are not d¡awn toward localized resources, but are in turn

attracted to urban market places. His model is founded upon the principles established by

von Thünen and extends itself to explain two interrelated components of urban

development: "(1) the location of setdements as optimal disribution centers for services and

certain goods, and (2) the way in which these services and goods are distributed within the

spatial system of urban places".62 Ch¡istaller assumed that men behaved similarly on a

59 tuia., p. zs.
6o raia., p. as.

61 tu¡d., p. gz.
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uniformly distributed flat plain that hâs an even distribution of resources and a

transportation system where the cost of movement was a function of the dista¡ce favelled'

With these assumptions as his base, Christaller interpreted that the evolution of settlements

was based on the fact that individuals required places to satisfy thek day to day trading

requirements and he inte¡preted the location of a service on its proximity to the urban

market place. Furthermore, Christaller ¡ealized that human beings create, within thei¡

minds, a mental model of the city and what they will ñnd within its boundaries. It is these

mental models, although most often unrecognized, that eliminate a random spatial

distribution of services and create an ordered pattern of cenual place functions within the

economic landscape. The importance of Christaller's work is the fact that he provides a

rational to solve a complex and never ending question; what determines the number, sizes

and distributions of settlement pattems and functions of urban places.

Analyzing the concepts behind the locational theories put forth by von Thünen, Weber and

Christaller provides a good example of altemative approaches to the site selection process.

Taken together, the three approaches "furnish a substantial measure of explanation for

existing economic landscapes and can improve land-use planning".63 It is the relevance

locational theory has to land use planning and the distance variable associated with

locational theories that necessitated its analysis. Within the planning component of a

project, altemative approaches are beneficial in attempting to address all the elements ofa

pfoJect.

62 b¡¿,p.g2.
63 rc¡¿.,p. tu.



4.5 The Site Planning Process

The above analysis has add¡essed a variety of concerns implicit in the development of a

community based facility. To take this inquiry one step further, it is essential to idenrify the

elements at work within the Site Planning process. Fi¡st of all, one might ask what is

'Site Planning'? Site Planning "is the art of arranging extemal physical envimnments to

support human behavior".& Furtherrnore, Site Planning has specific goals which are

moral and esthetic, and a¡e focused upon making places which will enhance our everyday

lives, "which liberate the inhabitants and give them a sense of the world they live in".65

Simila¡ as Neighbourhood Analysis and the Land Use Planning process, Site Planning

asks a variety ofquestions which it hopes to answer for the effective development ofa site.

The frst is defining the problem. Defining the problem involves answering a variety of

questions: "for whom is the place being made? for what pu¡pose? who will decide what the

form is to be? what resources ca¡ be used? what type of solution is expected? and in what

location will it be built".6 Addressing rhese concerns builds the basis for site planning to

manifest.

Site planning is practised by architects, landscape architects, civil engineers and planners,

and is an approach that involves more than just a look at the land. Site planning is a

classification procedure which takes into consideration the ordinary and unique

cha¡acteristics of the tand. Site planning essentially involves three phases; the process

phase, the approach phase and the inventory phase which work in accordance with one

ú Kevin Lynch and Gary Hack., "Siæ Planning". p. 12

65 nia., p. t.
66 rbid.,p.3.
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another to obtain a conceptual plan. The phases a¡e utilized to achieve a very specific list,
:

ì catalogue or inventory obtained from a specific site. The process phase incorporates the
:

; 
"on.eptual 

desires of site planning and further add¡esses the purpose of the analysis:

.

: 1. Match or fit a given program for a project with specific or suitable site., The site
i

: selection is often determined by a comparative analysis of several available
;

, .ites for the same predetermined program. The site is often selected on the basis of
:, àccess, context, and/or adaptability of site.

' 2. To determine what the parcel of land is best suited fo¡. The development program is

then a di¡ect reflection of the site's amenities.

3. The site analysis undenaken to enable the development of appropriate management

, criteria.6T

The approach phase of site planning works within the process phase and is a more di¡ect

and comprehensive procedure. The approach phase is another step in addressing the

questions referred to above and utilizes the following systematic analysis to obtain the

desired results.

1. Program Development - What are the needs, desires, expectations,

philosophy of the client?

2. Site Inventory - What's there? Look at everything on site and record it as it

is! Understand the natural and cultural processes at work. Document the site in

photos, sketches, diag¡ams, plans and note personal impressions of the site.

3. Site Analysis - Assess the site in terms of its physical assets and liabilities.

Identify site haza¡ds and fragile areas that should be avoided and what potential does

the site has fo¡ development.

4. Program Evaluâtion - Identify the interrelationships of p¡ogram elements

and assess intensity of these relationships.

5. Concept Plan - Organize program elements to actual scale and integrate with

the natural features of the site.6

6'l h¡¿.,p.1.
68 n¡¿., p. l.
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Utilizing the site planning procedure, the site planner is faced with the questions: What do

you look fo¡ at the site and who is going to use the site? What is the site going to be used

for? The answers to these questions will be the information base to address the

components pertinent to the proposed progfam. site planning incorporates a variety of

criteria considered essential to the overall effectiveness of the procedure. The list below

highlights the criteria that need be add¡essed to effectively obtain the information required

to formulate a conceptual plan.

(table 4) Site Plannins Criteria

l. Geology - Depth and type of bedrock.

2. Soils - Soil type and depth.

3. Landforms - Elevations, slope gradients and wet a¡eas.

4. Wate¡ - Watersheds and surface drainage patterns.

5. Ecology - Dominant planlanimal communities.

6. Climate - Temperature variation, precipitation, humidity, solar angle, cloudiness,

wind direction.

7. Sensuous Qualities - Character and relation of visual spaces; viewpoints,

landmarks, focal points.

8. Man - Made Structures - Existing buildings: location, size, type, use, condition.

9. Legal Description - Ownership boundaries, easements, zoning restrictions,

ordinances.

10. Land Use - Historical pattems, landma¡ks, historic significance.

11. Human Facto¡s - Phenomenology of place or of the site. The Genus Loci.

Personal impressions of the site.69

The process, approach and inventory phases make site planning a logical and

comprehensive p¡ocedure (See Figure 8) which encompasses a variety of other stages such

69 tø¡¿.,p.q2.
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(Figure 8) Site Plannine - Approach
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as bidding, conmcdng, detailed costing, construction, occupation and management. These

components combined with the above process form the basis of site planning proper as

a¡ticulated by Lynch and Hack (1984). At this point, however, it is the site analysis

procedure that is the critical component. Site planning "deals with the qualities and

locations of structures, land, activities, and living things".7O It acknowledges that sites

are subject to change and the sole function of its being is to supply a framework for

analysis to occur. Thus, it is the key elements of analysis and the interrelationship amongst

the sites characteristics that become the desirable conceps utilized within this practicum.

4.6 Summary and Conclusions

As stated earlier, this practicum sets out to establish locational criteria for a community

based day care facility. The essential premise behind the study is to uncwer the elements

that may affect or are effected by the integration of such a service into a community. It was

essential to add¡ess the afformentioned approaches to planning and site location to obtain a

basic understa¡ding of the components thât must be add¡essed when integrating a service

into a particular community. Each process aniculated specific avenues for exploration and

produced conclusions which provided the framework for a selection process to occur,

which focuses upon criteria that are applicable to this project. Simila¡ as the

neighbourhood analysis approach, the criteria produced are manipulated to address specific

variables applicable to the integration of a community bæed day care facility.

The following conclusions drawn from the analysis provide the framework for the creation

of locational criteria and a¡e based upon the opportunities and constraints associated with

7o tb¡¿.,p.t2.
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the integration of a community based service. The 'neighbourhood unit concept' purports

to create or influence community development through the use of physical design. This

concept leads to the realization that a successful community design is based upon the

delineation of specific neighbourhood boundaries in order to assess community resources

and provide the amenities needed to create a strong and cohesive community. The

implication of this train of thought is that, if proper community design has been

accomplished, improved interaction will occu¡ conducive to cornmunity cohesiveness and

future development.

The 'neighbourhood analysis' approach established the fact that neighbourhoods exist on a

life cycle continuum and that the stage to which a neighbourhood is developed, will have a

very beneficial or adverse affect on a community based service. Essentially, the utilization

of an a¡ea cha¡acterization study will establish neighbourhood cha¡acteristics (often based

upon statistical analysis) and help one to undentand the role of the service in ¡elation to the

community's position on the life cycle continuum.

A sound knowledge of the land uses present will help to alleviate a situation of conflicting

usages and the methods utilized within the land use planning process establish a systematic

approach to analysis. The conclusions drawn f¡om the land-use planning process highlight

the relationship between community needs and civic resources. The relationship between

existing and future land uses is very important \,vhen integrating a service into a

community.

l,ocation theory was explored to furnish an explanation for the existing economic
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landscape. The concepts employed for this practicum revolved a¡ound the distance

component of location theory and the cost in time, money, and inconvenience in

overcoming the distance to the service. To cite an example, if the primary users of a day

ca¡e progam are low income families who have to travel a great distance to use the facility

and their basic mode of transportation is walking, they may be deterred from using the

service because of the resources expended to overcome the distance.

site planning acknowledges that sites are subject to change, and it deals with the qualities

a¡d locations of struch¡res, land, and living things to highlight the intenelationship between

the site and sunounding area characteristics. These considerations make site planning an

important element in envisioning locational criteria for a community bæed day care facility.

With these conclusions in place, specific locational criteria focusing on the integration of a

community based day care facility can be conceived. The variables discussed âbove act as

intregal components of an actual locational analysis. At this point it must be reiterated that

all the elements examined exist at an equal level and have been manipulated from the

approaches discussed, focusing upon factors directly related to day care. The testing of the

c¡iteria will be discussed during the model consruction phase in Chapter Five.





_1) _

C HAPTER F NE : LOCATIONAL CRITERIA MODEL

DEVELOPMENT

The integration of a community based day care facility is closely tied to a wide variety of

aspects associated with urban life. The "urban infrastructure, transportation systems,

mobility patterns, u¡ba¡ envi¡onment (social and physical), urban facilities and city size"

a¡e all factors which affect the locational considerations and decision making processes

associated with facility development.Tl The first four Chapters of the practicum have

highlighted the specific client groups needs and a variety of the variables (determinants)

directly related to the development of a community based day care facility.T2 The method

of analysis and evaluation proposed in this practicum is derived from the amalgamation of

the above theoretical considerations according to their importance to the planning process.

The purpose of this chapter is, therefore, threefold: first, to examine different types of land

use modelling methods employed by planners; second, to establish a specific list of client

group needs, as well as a comprehensive list of locational criteria (derived from the

previous analysis); third, to select an appropriate model type for the purpose of this

practicum and to develop a community based day care modelling procedure to fulfill the

practicum objectives. The implementation of the model on an actual case study will be

carried out in Chapter Six.

7l Wal f.L. van Lierop., "l,ocâtional Developments and Urban Planning", preface.

72 For the purpose of this practicum variables and determinans shall have the same meaning or function
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5.1 Land Use Planning Models

To the planner, models act as a valuable tool for evaluating proposals and provide a

systematic approach to the analysis essential in the decision making process. ln today's

society, the wo¡d model has a variety of meanings ranging from abstract mathematical

models, such as an economy of scale model, to iconic or representative models, such as a

model automobile. The use of models in the land use planning process is primarily

tafgeted at simulating reality and establishing a scenario as close to the situation or problem

as possible. As a ¡esea¡cher, the utilization of a model enables one to understand a¡rd deal

with the complexity of a project, by simplifying and generalizing existing relationships.

Furthermore, the utilization of a model, in land use planning, can be very beneficial in that

,'the model is amenable to manipulations which would be too expensive, impractical or

impossible to perform on the entity it portrays".73 In basic terms, the model's function

is "to assist understanding by revealing pattems of interaction among different aspects of

the subject of study, which can contribute to the predictive and evaluative components of

the planning process".74

Within the planning profession, a wide variety of models exist, however, in most cases

planners utilize thlee specific mathematical model types for dealing with land use problems

or projects. The first type, the descriptive model, is intended to express a set of

relationships at one point in time. The second type of model employed by planners is the

predictive model, "which carries a set of descriptive relationships into the futu¡e, by some

treatment of the time factor".75 The third type of model commonly used is referred to as

73 Ma¡gaæt Roberts., "An Introduction to Town Planning Techniques", P. 94

'14 n;a., p. gz.

'15 lu¡a.,p.95.
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,,the planníng model (also called the evaluative or prescriptive model), which incorporates

some criteria against which alternative futures a¡e tested, to discover which should be

prefened".76 The majority of the land use models used today supply only a fraction of

the interrelated aspects of an urban setting, "in thât they focus on one or a few activities,

which are known to be in fact only part of a much greater network of relationships".T?

This may seem problematic, however, from a planning perspective, these modeling

procedures a¡e invaluable in that they simulate very specific activity systems.

Taking into consideration the variety of models used by planners, it becomes apparent that

a quantity of variables exist in any planning project, contributing to the complexity of the

model and the relationships which affect the land use planning process. Variables may

consist of aspects such as demographics, transportation networks, capital investment

requirements, etc. Essentially three types of variables exist. The frst, termed the

'planning variable', is conrolled by planners thlough the implementation of policies. The

second type, the 'exogenous' variable, largely affects the land use planner rather than being

affected by him; fundamentally the 'exogenous' variable can b€ termed a variable which is

externally determined, such as the climate. The third type of va¡iable is the'endogenous'

or intemal variable. These variables are "consequent in some way upon the planning

va¡iables-for example, the population structu¡e will be influenced by employment and the

housing structure",?8 They exist in every planning problem and "ascertaining as much as

possible about exogenous variables, as constraining future possibilities, then considering

altematives for the planning variables, taking into account what the effects would be on the

76 tu¿,p.gs.
| | Ibid., p. 96.

78 nia., p. gs.
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endogenous variables".79 It is this process that "establishes a key place for forecasting

in land use planning, both for assessment of the extemally determined factors and for the

exploration of altemative planning possibilities".80

As stated ea¡lier, models are a valuable resource for depicting reality in a given situation.

The importance and cha¡acteristics of model application, within the land use planning

process, revolves around supplying the researcher "with a systematic representation of

some relevant pan of the real world".8l By so doing, the model provides new

information regarding the relationships among the various characteristics of a project and

the behavioural pattems that exist due to their correlation. Fundamentally, land use models

a¡e models of spatial interaction a¡d the elements or variables discussed ea¡lier determine

the validity of the land use modelling process. Understanding the variables applicable to a

particular project enables the planner to classify them as either generators, attractors or

deterrents. The classification of these variables helps to further distinguish their

applicabiliry to such complex problems. For example, within a community based day care

facility scenario, generators may be the change in the population base, whereas, attractors

may be the tne of facility a¡d the services it provides. On the other hand, the deter¡ents in

this situation may be the high cost in travel time and money in utilizing the service

offered.S2 Establishing the effect each variable may have upon a project enables the

researcher to undertake the next stage in the modelling procedure, that being model

development

79 ru¡a., p. gs.

8o rci¿., p. gs.

81 n¡a., p. gs.

82 hil,p.98.
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An essential element of a model is the identification of the proponents present in any given

situation. Subsequently, model development can proceed and generally consists of three

main phases. The frst phase is model design and is considered essential "for a problem

which is considered susceptible to treaÍnent by a model, it is necessary to initially decide

on a general mathematical formulation deemed ¡elevant".83 Within the design phase, it is

essential to define the precise study area and divide up the components applicable to the

study at an appropriate level of detail. The second phase in the modelling process is

refened to as the calibration process, "in which the generalized model developed in the

design phase is made more specific to fit the real wo¡ld and the particular area and dme".84

The final phase ofthe process is termed the forecasting phase and can only exist once the

model has been designed and calib,rated for a specific situation. To employ the forecasting

phase of the model, "appropriate values for the date in time must be substituted into the

formula, to b€ used with the values for the parameters or variables that were established in

calibration".35

5,2 Client Group Needs and Locational Criteria Checklist

As discussed above, the first step in model creation is to identify the components applicable

to any given situation and categorize them according to the original project objectives. The

needs of the client groups and locational criteria are developed on the basis of the theoretical

approaches, classifications and categories discussed in the previous chapters. The client

group needs are established under the categories addressed throughout the practicum,

83 n¡¿.,p.gg.
84 ntd,p.99.
85 ¡å¡d.,p. loo.
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Child, Parent, and Community. The locational criteria are grouped into five categories:

Program Format, Economic Considerations, Social Conditions, Spatial Considerations,

and Locational Aspects. It should also be noted that the categories a¡e developed

deliberately in a manner that is conducive to an evaluation procedure required for model

development. The following (See Tables 5 & 6) is a catalogued list of the client group

needs and locational criteria developed for the purpose of the practicum. Furthermore, to

reiterate the position taken in the preface, the demand for day care sewices is a given and is

constant throughout the prccess, and for this reason a specific demand category does not

exist.

The client group needs, locational criteria categories and the subsequent variables of which

they consist, provide a framework for evaluating the locational viability of a community

based day care facility, as well as the deficiencies or advantages of a potential site. The

process employed is meant to establish a foundation for decision making and is soundly

based in the belief that the integration of a community based facility should not be

undertaken randornly. It must be stressed that ad&essing the factors that may influence

facility location is important in a developmental context, however, it must be recognized

that these considerations should not take priority over the benefits that a day care facility

may provide to the entire community.

5.3 Community Based Day Care Model

Examining the various modelling types employed by land use planners and establishing

specific client goup needs and a locational crite¡ia checklist, provides the theoretical
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(Table 5)

I. CHILD

1. Clean Ai¡
2. Food

3. Noise

4. Safety

5. Room to Play

6. Outside Play Space

7. Activities

8. Social Interaction

9. Distance to Centre

j trL COMMUNITY

. I. Equlty
:

: 2. Benefit to Community
.'. 3. Cost of Facility

: 4. Accessible to All

: 5. Promotes Identity

r 6. Safety

i 7. Social Welfa¡e

i 8. Compatibility with Envi¡onment

' 9. Educational Development

10. Neighbourhood Commiunent
]

:

i

TI. PARENT

1. Perception of Environment

2. Educational Needs

3. Utility to Pa¡ent

4. Cost of Service

5. Accessibility of Site

6. Dropoff&Pickup
7. Parental Space

8. Support for Cenue

9. Compatibility with Envi¡onment

Client Grouo Needs
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(Iable 6)

I. PROCRAMFORMAT

1. Program Altematives

2. Joint-Use Options

3. User Fee Equity

4. Standards and Regulations

5. Political Wili

III, SOCIAL CONDMONS

1. Population Change

2. Family Characteristics

3. Stabiliry

4. Tenure

5. Income Levels

6. Crime Levels

7. Community Participation

8. Community Asset

: V. LOCATONALASPECTS

j 1. Land Availability

i 2. Proximity to other Day Cares

3. Centraliry

,, 4. Neighbourhood Accessibility

: J' QualitY of Envi¡onment

: 6. Mixed Land Use

7. Community Amenities

: 8. Zoning Regulations

, 9. Traffic Safety

: 10. Proximity to Public T¡ansit

: 11. Building Desigry'Aesthetics

II, ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

l. Site Cost

2. Service Cost

3. Equipment Cost

4. Moneta¡y Sources

IV. SPATIAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. Sun Exposure

2. Facility Size

3. Parking

l,ocational Criteria
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framework for the model developed in this practicum. The model brought forth is

essentially an evaluative o¡ othenvise termeÅ planning model, intended' specifically' for

use within this practicum and by any organization concemed with the development of a

community based day care facility. The model consists of four specific components and is

structu¡ed systematically so as to assist future organizations o¡ ¡esea¡chen employing this

approach. The first component consists of three generalized Determinant Impact Tables

identifying which determinants have an impact upon the client groups needs and serve as a

basis for the Evaluative Scoring Matrices. The second component is a Site Evaluation Key

which defines the determinants and assigns numerical values to the impact the determinants

have upon the client needs. The third component of the model consists of th¡ee Evaluative

Scoring Matrices; these are based on the Determinant Impact Tables and afe adjusted to

each particular client group. These tables are specifically used to assign a score in each

category for a prospective site. The final component of the model is an Evaluative Scoring

Matrix - summary Table which summarizes the sco¡e in each category to establish an

Optimum/'lVf inimum Locational Index for site evaluation Purposes. In actual model

application, the results accumulated from the Site Evaluation Key will be presented in the

matrices, tabulated, and then compared to the established locational index to determine the

sites viability.

Given the exhaustive list of criteria, the tables allow each individual project or study to

undergo a calibration procedure to unequivocally address the inherent aspects ofa project'

The variables determined not applicable (N/A) in the Determinant Impact Tables are

removed or adjusted in this phase to create the most life-like scenario for model
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implementation in Chapter six.86 It must be noted that the calibration procedure is

undertaken in three separate phases. First, the determinants a¡e calibrated or adjusted

according to the ÌVinnipeg situation. Second, the procedure involves adjusting the

determinants to meet the specific client group needs and community values (i.e. how they

a¡e to be measured in the Site Evaluation Key). Finally, âs mentioned above, the

calibration procedure adjusts the Evaluative Scoring Matrices (the third component of the

model) to specifically represent each client group.8?

First C omponent : Generalized Determinant Impact Tables

The first component of the model, the Determina¡t Impact Tables are used to identify the

impact of the determinants on the needs of the specified client groups (See Tables 7-9).

Each variable is cross referenced with the client groups to determine a specific impact,

which will subsequently be assessed th¡ough the use of the Site Evaluation Table. Besides

establishing the va¡ious impacts between the determinants and the client groups, the

Determinant Impact Tables are utilized for a variety of reasons. First, they establish a

format that is conducive to presenting the client groups needs and locational criteria in an

organized manner. Second, the tables act as a comprehensive checklist for the va¡iables

essential to locational analysis.

86 A. d"r"ri¡"¿ in the section on lånd Use Planning Modets the calibration procedure is one where the

elements/variables not esæntial to a specific project are removed, added, or adjusted so that the model

ade4uately represents the situation presenL

87 A "truly" generatized model, not calibraæd - may include determinants other than ùose sho'.vn.
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(Table 7) Determinant Impact Table

Client Group: Child
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5
Rema¡ks
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Joint Use-Options a a
User Fee Eouitv N/A

St¿ndords and Regulations o o
Pôliti.al Wìll N/A

o

(¡,¡

(.ãRirrl aôrt(
Har¿t Sewic¿s N/A

Cost N/A
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8!ttl 6

PoDùlation Cl N/A

Stâbilitv

N/A

C¡ime
Community Pa!ticiDation N/A
(.¡ N/A

Sun Exûosure a
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N/A
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l<

lÆd Aváilabilitv N/A
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Centralily
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Mixe{t l-€nd Use ¿C Zonrne

Com¡nuniw Amenities a a a
T¡affìc I ¡ a
hoximiw to Public T¡ansit a

N/A

O = Impact

Ef = No I.Pact
N/A = Not Appllcable
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Client Groun: Parent
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Community Amenities I
Traffic a
Þoxirnitv to Pubìic Trånsit O o
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O= Impa ct

[ = No Impact

N/A = Not Appllcsble
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(Iable 9) Determinant Imnact Tahle
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Second Component: Site Evaluntion Key

The second component of the model, the Site Evaluation Key (See pages 85-97), allows

the researcher, or the organization involved, to assess the identified impacts and convert the

information into a numerical scoring system for evaluation purposes. The evaluation

procedure provides the resea¡cher with a simplified and accurate account of how each

va¡iable is related to the interest groups specified and identifies the facton that may have an

impact on the site in the future. Each variable is looked at individually and defined

according to its inherent characterisfics, then a standafdized method of measu¡ement is

applied to each definition. The measurement procedure is undenaken at all three levels the

child, parent, and community where applicable to distinguish the deg¡ee of impact on the

client groups needs.88

Site Evaluation Key

I. Program Formât: The program format criteria have been developed to determine the

type of day ca¡e service that is to be provided and the goals and objectives of the

organization in place. The category focuses on the existence of a flexible program format

that can adapt to the cha¡acteristics displayed by the interest groups involved. Furthermore,

the va¡iables dete¡mine the validity of the prog¡am format in acco¡dance with the political

structures in place. The existence of a program format that addresses the changing role of

day care, as well as, the ever changing urban fabric, allows for a more flexible approach to

planning and development.

88 The scoring procedure unfolds identically at all tfuee levels: child, parent and community. However,

there a¡e anomalies prcsent amongst the interest groups lherefore, a scoring differentiation may exist in

cerlain inslances due to the natue of the elementvva¡iables involved,
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l. Progran Alternatives: This variable addresses the flexible nature ofthe program (its

goals and objectives), to adequately assess its ability to meet the needs and requirements of

the client groups. Concemed with such aspects as the progam format's ability to provide

activities desirable to the child, meeting the educational requirements articulated by the

parent, as well as the program's ability to impfove the social welfa¡e of the community.

. Higtrly flexible.

. Moderately flexible.

. No flexibiJity.

J
,,

I

2. Joint-lJse Options: This issue is concerned with the community p¡ograms that may

exist and the possible integration of a joint-use program with the centre. Such opponunities

provide educational and socialization opponunities for the child and parent, which in tum

benefits the entire community.

. Large number of community programs 3

available for integration.

. Moderate number of community programs 2

avaiJable for integration.

. l,ow numbe¡ of community programs 1

available for integration.

3. User Fee Equiry: Primarily, this issue is concemed with a financial structure that is

compatible with the economic situation of its clienS. (i.e. this makes the service available

to everyone on an equal.level).

. Highly compatible financial structure. 3

. Moderately compatible financial structure. 2

. Incompatible financial structue. 1

. child N/A
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4. Standardç and Regulations: This issue is concemed primarily with the program format

and its compliance with provincial sta¡da¡ds and regulations. This consideration addresses

the program format's ability to facilitate an appropriate amount of physical, mental, social

and emotional development.

. Completely fulfills provincial standards. 3

. Pania]Iy futfills provincial standards. 2

. Does not fulfill provincial standa¡ds. I

. Community N/A

5. Political lVil/: This issue add¡esses the political will exhibited towa¡ds the integration

of the facility and the type of program offered. A strong political will exhibited towards the

centre helps to promote community identity and support for the facility. These two

attributes stimulate an improved social service netwo¡k within the community.

. Strong political will towards project development. 3

. Moderate political will.

. l,ow political will.

. child

2

I

N/A

IL Economic Considerations: The economic considerations add¡essed herein are

primarily concerned with the capital costs of project development. This category also

add¡esses the availability of funds to cover the cost of development, facility operation and

maintenance. As stated earlier, the funds for such projects a¡e derived from various

sources, such as; user fees, the three levels of govemment or alternative service

organizations. Economic considerations are significant to the user groups specified in that

facility development and the program format may be enhanced o¡ inhibited due to the

financial opponunities or constraints.
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l. CapítalCos¡s; This variable is meant to consider the capiøl costs associated with the

project (i.e. land and consm.¡ction costs). It is measured in accordance with project

objectives to determine the viability of the project in relation to the funding sources

available. Capital costs may determine the cost and the type of services provided in a profit

oriented scena¡io,

. l,ow capital costs.

. Moderate capital coss.

. High capital coss.

. chitd

2. Hard Services: Consideration must be made regarding the hard services in place

(water, sewer, sidewalks) and the cost of upgrading or installation (if necessary) to meet

the needs of the client groups.

. Low service costs.

. Moderate service costs.

. High sewice costs.

. child

3. Equipment Cos¡s: Based upon facility design and pro$am format, this cost refers to

the indoor and outdoor equipment needs essential in providing the most optimum

envi¡onment for development, as well as the costs in relation to the funding sources in

place. It May also inoe¿se the cost of the service in an appropriate scena¡io.

. I¡"v equipment costs.

. Moderate equipment costs.

. High equipment costs.

. child

J

n

I

N/A

3

2

1

N/A

)

1

N/A
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4. Monetary So¿¡rc¿s: This va¡iable add¡esses the availability of funds from government

agencies or alternative service organizations for the development and mai¡tenance of the

facility. (C-oncerned with the utility to the parent and community provided through financial

suppon).

. Potential for funding is high.

. Potential for funding is moderate.

. Potential for funding is limited

. child

III. Social Conditions: Before successfully integrating a community based day care

facility into a particul area, it must be remembered that each community has its own

unique social identity. Consideration must be given to the social characteristics of an area

so that the planning and development of the day ca¡e services benefits the entire communiry

and reflects the needs and requirements of the client groups specified. The creation of the

social conditions category, therefore, is based upon the social cha¡acteristics evident within

a community and thei¡ effect on the viabiliry of a potential day care facility.

1. Population Change: This variable addresses the population changes in the area,

specifically, an increase o¡ decrease in the population base of the community (i.e. based

upon age, sex, and family characteristics). This consideration helps to predict future

demand, as well as, the evolutionary process underway in the community, in order to

determine the cenres viability and longevity.

. Low population change. 3

. Moderate population change. 2
' . Significant population change. 1

. Child & Pa¡ent N/A

J

2

1

N/A
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2. Stabiliry:This variable refers specifically to the number of yea¡s that dwellers have

lived in the community, and implies transience or the lack thereof. It is important to

community planning because if the population base sees their stay in the neighbourhood as

pan of a t¡ansitional phase, the support for services such as day care becomes temporary

and self serving. Conversely, a stable environment may foster an ove¡all safer

environment.

. Stable population: 2 years to 5 years. 3

. Moderately stable population: 1 year to 2 yean. 2

. Non-stable population: 6 months to 1 year. 1

3. Tenure: This va¡iable delineates the percentage of household owners to the percentage

of renters. The importance of this category is that it higtrlights the residents commignent to

the communiry. This is very imporlant in community planning because if the residents are

not committed to their community, planning social service programs becomes difficult due

to a lack of comnrunity support and involvement.

. A very large ownership component. 3

. A very moderate ownership component 2

(a significant number of renters).

. Primarily a renting population.

. Child & Pa¡ent

I

N/A
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community, this variable considers the residents ability to pay for the type of service

provided. Its primary function is to determine whether or not the type of service

established is compatible with the income level cha¡acteristics of the community. (i.e. chart

may be inverted for an alternative scenario).

. l,ow-income families. 3

. Middle-income familes. 2

. High-income families. 1

' child N/A

5. Crime: This variable is concemed with the amount of criminal activity in the

community and its' adjacent a¡eas. A high degree of criminal behavior in the community is

not conducive to the outdoor activities required by day care facilities. Furthermore, this

consideration is extremely important to the parental p€rception of a safe envi¡onment' The

category also relates to the possibility of increased crime rates around the facility if it is to

be developed. The category may also include the opportunity to reduce crime rates in the

area through programs such as the neighbourhood watch.

. l¡w crime rate and no probability of increased

criminal activity. 3

. Moderate crime rate and modest possibiliry

of increased criminal activity. 2

. High crime rate and a geat possibility of

increased activity. I
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6. Communíty Participat¡on: This variable is concerned with community participation as

a ¡esource and the amount of participation and support for facility development that is

available. A significant amount of cornmunity participation promotes the services identity

and educational development opportunities, and also fosters neighbourhood commitrnent to

the day care facility.

. Significant amount of community panicipation. 3

. Moderate amount of community participation. 2

. l,ow amount of community participation. I

. child N/A

7 . Con*nunity Asset.' Primarily, the community asset variable is concemed with whether

or not the facility will have a significant, mode¡ate or low impact on the community. It is

concerned with how the facility and the service improves the social welfa¡e of the

community and is based upon the demand for the type of services provided (i.e. full day

ca¡e services, lunch and after school space, and joint-use options).

. Significant impact.

. Moderate impact.

. Low impact.

. child

J

2

I

N/A

IV. Spatial Considerations: The primary concern of this category is with the needs

of the client groups who may occupy the facitity. This consideration incorporates the

concept of maximum space uti¡ization and is based upon the facilitation of the most

optimum environment. It is essential to understand and assess the planned project to

determine whether the facility meets the spatial requirements of the interest groups, as

discussed in Chapter 3.
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l. Sun Exposur¿.' Related to sun exposure at the site, the outside play space and

:. windows of the facility must be situated appropriately in order to provide the most optimum
:

, exposure to natural sunlight.

, . The most optimum positioning for sun exposure. 3
l

. . An adequate positioning for sun exposue. 2

:. .Inadequate positioning for sun exposure. 1

. C¡mmunity N/A

2. Facility Size; Addressing the proposed building size and adjacent outdoor space will

determine whether the facility meets the spatial requirements of the client groups, as well as

. 
the provincial licensing agency. The consideration primarily focuses upon such factors as

, usable floor space per child, toilet facilities, storage space, administrative space, meeting

:

; space, community space, service space etc...

:

ì 
. Partially meets the spatial requirements. 2

. . Does not meet the spatial requirements. 1

:

j l. Parking: This variable addresses the type of parking ârrangements at the site o¡ in the

!I surrounding area. It also includes the area required for an adequate vehicular drop-off and

:

pick-up area.

. On site parking sufficient for drop-off 3

, a"d pick-up, as well as, teachers a¡d most

i .eetings; off-site paiking readily available.

i . On and off site parking sufficient, however, drop-off 2

¡ and pick-up areas inadequate.

. No on-site parking; off-site parking available, I

. however, no drop-off or pick-up areas.

. child N/A
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, V. Locational Aspects: Fundamentally, the locational concerns address primarily site

, related attributes (as opposed to more regional locational criteria). The issues examined

: under this category are physical community cha¡acteristics that directly affect location

, viability. They a¡e of a less complex nature than the social elements assessed earlie¡,
:

: however, thei¡ function is to tie more general aspecs of the model to a specific site.

l. Land Availabiliryr This examines the availability of land within the communiry for

, facilty development and determines the city's or project initiators ability to obtain a site.

: . Potential site for development readily available 3

. and limited costs associated with project development.

: . Potential site available but may involve legal aspects 2

, and some additional costs.

: . Potential site for development unavailable - 1

: the cost factor unacceptable.

: . child N/A

:

: 2. Proximíty to Other Day Cares: T'ltis point addresses the proximity to alternative day

lj 
"*" 

services. This variable is important to day care planning because an over saturation of

. the ma¡ket will become a detenent to the facility.

. low proximity to alternative services. 3

, ' Moderate proximity to altemative services. 2

I ' Very close to alrcmative services. 1

, . Ctil¿ N/A
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3. Centrality: This variable identifies the center of gravity in relation to existing

geographical client distribution. This consideration is very important to the child and parent

client groups, child¡en do not like to Eavel gr€at distances, especially on foot, furthermore,

if the site is as close to the centre of g¡avity as possible, it maximizes it's availabiliry to the

largest number of families. 89

. Very close to the center of gravity. 3

. Moderately close to the centre of gravity. 2

. l-ow proximity to the centre of gravity. I

4. Neighbourhood Accessibiliry: Here the accessibility to the community by the

pedestrian and automobile is measured.

. Community very accessible. 3

. Vary degrees of accessibility for pedestrian 2

and automobile.

. Very inaccessible for pedesrian and automobile. I

. chitd

5. Neighbourhood Blight: Related to the envi¡onmental quality of the community, i.e.

physical characteristics; pollution, urban blight, decaying housing stock, etc. An a¡ea

which is suffering from severe blight may affect parental perceptions of a safe environment

and may hamper the developmental opportunities offered by day care services.

. Neighbourhood very pleasant, minor urban blight, 3

minor pollution and limited potential for further decay.

. Neighbourhood acceptable but could be subject 2

to further decay.

89 Analysis based upon DeChaira and Koppleman's "Site Planning Standards" which establishes

acceplable trâvel distances to and from day care facilities.

N/A
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, 6. Mixed Land Ilses and Zoning: This variable deals with the identification of the

: dominant land uses within the community, primarily, the identification of conflicting land

: uses. Furthermore, it add¡esses the type of zoning regulations or va¡iances that may apply

.

I to a particular facility and determines whether or not the zoning category is conducive to

, d"uelopmenc

conducive to development.

. A low proportion of conflicting land uses 2

and restricted zoning, however, locational

viability may be enhanced through zoning change.

. A high proportion of conflicting land uses and 1

:., zoning very restrictive, of such a nature as to

: prohibit development.

:

, 7. Communíry Amenities: This variable is concerned with the number of community

j a-rnities available which would enhance the centres' services by providing the widest
:

, posible range of support services and educational experience. It is also concemed with the

:

I proximity of the cenre to the amenities.

a . A high proportion of excellent amenities that 3

' would enhance the centres program.

A significant number of good amenities and a few 2

poff quality amenities provide a moderate benefit
t 

ro the centre.
.

, . Few amenities and of low quality, which 1

provide no benefit to the centre.
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8. Traffic: This point identifies the traffic conditions that exist in the community,

focusing on the major aneries and collector routes adjacent to the site. Fu¡thermore, it is

concerned with the traffic conditions prevalent, raffic safety and its effect on the

environment (pollution, noise, safety).

. Minor trafñc; not very dangerous and a minimal 3

effect on the environment.

. Moderate traffic; safety levels, and environmental

impact. 2

. Much raffic; extremely dangerous and major

environmental impact. 1

9. Proximiry to Public Transit: This deals with the proximity of the site to the public

transit system in place and is concemed primarily with site accessibility.

. Site very close to main public transit routes. 3

. Site moderately close to public transit ¡outes. 2

. Site not close to public transit routes. 1

10. Building Design and Aesthe¡ics: This variable is concemed with the facility and how

it will fit within the existing built envi¡onmenr.

. Completely fits with the existing urban form. 3

. Partially fits with the existing urban form (not 2

completely conducive, but not offensive).

. Incompatible with existing urban form. 1

. child N/A



Third Component: Evaluative Scoring Matrices

As previously discussed, the thkd component of the model is comprised of three evaluative

scoring matrices (See Tables 10-12). In the initial model development, each matrix

presents the possible score (derived from the Site Evaluation Key) in each category and

establishes a maximum/minimum value range to provide the resea¡cher with a cumulative

possible score which will late¡ be used to identify the sites viability in relation to each client

group. In the actual model implementation stage ofthe practicum (Chapter Six)' the site

evaluation ¡esults will be presented in the matrices to determine the sco¡e of the site in

comparison to the established value mnge. The utilization of the scoring matrices exhibit a

variety of benefîts; first, they provide a systematic approach to presenting the results.

Second, the matrices further delineate the significant relationships evident between the

client groups and the specihed variables (determinants). Finally, the matices allow for the

identification of specific site advantages or deficiencies.

Fourth Component: Evalwtive Scoring Matrix - Summary Table

The fourth component of the model (See Table 13) is refened to as an Evaluative Scoring

Matrix-Summary Table and presents the possible sco¡e within each category (derived from

the Evaluative Scoring Matrices) to establish an optimuny'minimum locational index. The

c¡eation of a locational index is to provide the resea¡cher with a benchma¡k for determining

how a particular site may score in comparison to the established index. A site must score

above ttre minimum locational index to be considered for development and the closer the
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' (Iable 10) Evaluative Scoring Matrix
' (Calibrated to Client Group)

:

: Client Group: Child

Catego¡y
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.5 osslble Scort
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Social
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C¡ime a

Spatial Sun E JI
!acrhtv srze I I

I¡cational

Centrality I 5t

¡ 6t3
Mixed Land Use & Zoninp 9t3

Aspects Community a a a 9t3
'l¡altlc I vtJ
Proximitv tô Public Trrnsìr a 5tl
Posslble Score Max 7R

Min 3 2 2 5 I 3 4 4 2 26

Scorlng Key
1= Low/Poor
2 = M edlum/Accepte ble
3 = Hlgh/Very Good

Maxlmum Value Range = 78
Mlnlmum Vslue Range = 26
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(Table 1l) Evaluative Scorin g Marix
(Calibrated to Client Group)

Client Groun: Parent
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(Iable 12) Evaluative Scoring Marix
(Calibrated to Client Group)
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(Iable 13) Evaluative Scoring Matrix
(Summary Table)

Scoring Key Max/Min
Optimum Locational Index = 315
Minimum Locational Index = 105

Locational
Criteria
Categories
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Economic
Considerations
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Social
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ùpauar
Consider¿tions 12l4 t5l5 9ß 36112

l¡cational
AsDecLs

39113 331t1 36t12 r14ß8

Total 78f26 108ß6 129143 15/10
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site scores to the optimum locational index, the more appropriate it is for facility

development. In Chapter Six, the Summary Tables present the scoring results f¡om both

Site A and Site B to determine how they score in comparison to the optimuny'minimum

locational index. The Summa¡y Tables a¡e used to compare the sites to one another to

funher suppon the results obtained from the evaluation procedure.

The scoring system employed in the model assigns a value of 1 for a l,owÆoor rating, a 2

for a Medium,/Acceptable rating, and 3 for a High/Very Good rating, N/A refers to a Non-

Applicable rating in relation to the interest groups involved and is only utilized in the frst

component of the model. In addition, a scoring anomaly may exist where a specific

relationship is evident between the client group and the determinant. These anomalies are

earmarked with an asterisk (*) to signify their existence.

To complement the measurement procedure, undenaken in the model, evaluation of the

va¡iables is being faciliøted through the utilization of a variety of resources. For example,

the use of Statistics Canada Census Material and an appropriate user needs study helped to

distinguish the characteristics applicable to the program format and social conditions

categories established. Assessing the economic viability of the potential projects is

undenaken by a comparative analysis of the project costs and the funding sources available.

In addition, a site specific physical assessment and windshield survey help to address the

other physical components of the project (i.e. the spatial conditions and locational aspects

of the project).
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5.4 Summary and Conclusions

Planners are often faced with determining the location of a variety of facilities and the

utilization of va¡ious approaches ensures that the information required for buccessful

facility development is obtained. The considerations discussed in the fust four Chapters,

revealed specific means for exploring the significant constraints and benefits associated

with such a project and the knowledge obtained revealed the significant relationship

between the extemalities of the community and the service to be integrated. Moreover, the

inquiry provided the vehicle needed to appropriately delineate the elements required for an

adequate locational model to be fashioned. The creation of the Determinant Impact Tables

and the subsequent Site Evaluation Key and Evaluative Scoring Matrixes is meant to

provide a systematic method for assessing the considerations essential to a successful

planning decision. Furthermore, "this information facilitates successful oversight,

planning, and regulation of local day ca¡e, and is obtained in a manner well within the

analytical and other resou¡ce capabilities of local agencies; hence, the approach can serve as

a prototype for adoption in most communities".Ð

90 Dennis R. Young and Richard R. Nelson., "Public Policy for Day Care of Young Children", p. 198.
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CHAPTER SIX: MODEL APPLICATION

The purpose of this chapter is to apply the model created in Chapter Five to an actual case

study. As stated in the preface, Day Nursery CenFe is planning to move its Broadway

Avenue location to a new site to increase the number of day care spaces they provide and to

maintain its high quality of care for a¡ea child¡en. The site they are currently pursuing is

within the proposed redevelopment of Young United Chu¡ch at the corner of Broadway

Avenue and Furby Street, which is scheduled fo¡ construction in the fall of 1991. The

model was applied to this site to determine its viability as a potential day care location and

for comparative puposes, the Young United Church site was tested against a þutative) site

at the comer of lvesuninister Street and Furby Avenue, which is currently occupied by the

Saint Demetrious Romainian Orthodox Chu¡ch. The sites are designated as Site A and

Site B (See Page 109) and a complete evaluation procedure was undefaken to assess the

sites and score them in comparison to the established locational index, as well as to

delineate their advantages and deficiencies. With the results in place, the discussion tums

to an evaluation of the model developed for this practicum, as well as some

recommendations for future studies of this nature.

6.1 Model Application

As stated above, the model was applied to both sites to determine thei¡ viability as potential

community based day care facilities. Moreover, it was specifically ta¡geted or calibrrated to

the conditions of the case study. The evaluation procedure began with the second

component of the model, the Site Evaluation Key and presented the sco¡ing of the variables
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in the Evaluative Scoring Matrixes to establish the cha¡acteristics prevalent at and a¡ound

both sites. Both sites were compared to the locational index' by way of the Summa¡y

Tables, which provide an agg¡egate totrl for each site. The discussion turns to an overall

comparison of the sites and works towards identifying specific site advantages and

deficiencies.

The Spence^rlemorial Neighbourhood study area (See Map 1) is comprised of two distinct

neighbourhoods. Tlhe Spence area was originally developed around 1920 as a low density

residential area. Today, the area is divided by comme¡cial and multiple-family corridors on

Ellice and Sargent Avenues, into th¡ee smaller sub a¡eas. The east and west boundafies ale

Balmoral and Sherbrook Streets and the Nofe Dame/Cumberland corridor forms the north

boundary, whereas, Portage Avenue frontage fo¡ms the south boundary.9l The

Memoríal area "was originally developed prior to the 1900's as a low density residential

area of some prestige, but multiple-family development over the past 75 years a¡d more

recent coÍìmercial growth have produced fragmentation without clea¡ boundaries between

densities and uses".92 The a¡ea boundaries are Portage Avenue to the north, Good Street

to the east, the Assiniboine River and Comish Avenue to the south and Maryland Street to

the west.

Both sites a¡e located in the Spence/I,f emorial Neighbourhood (See Map 2) and consistent

with the prcliminary research, either site, if developed, would serve the same clientele as

the existing Day Nursery Centre on Broadway Avenue. The clientele consists primarily of

91 M"nitoU./Wi*ipeg Community Revita.lizarion hogram,, "Community Revitalization Straægy for

the Spence-Memeorial Neighbourhoods", p. 4.

92 h¡d.,+.
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(Map 1) City of
rilinnipeg

Spence/Memorial Neighbourhood
Study Area

NA
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Site Plan a¡d Zoning
Spenceîvîemorial

(Map 2)

Tnning

R1 One Family
R2-TTwoFamily
Transitional
R3 MultipleFamily
R4 Multiple Famiìy
C2 Commercial
Ci Commercial

W
.l¡

l!il

l![

l!il

il

*For information only - exact zoning lines should be obtain¡'{ from the

Zoning aranòh - Depärunent of Enü¡onmental Planning - City of Winnipeg'
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residents from five separate neighbourhoods outlined by the Winnipeg Area

Characterization Study undertaken by The City of Winnipeg - Departnent of Envi¡onmental

Planning. More specifically, these neighbourhoods are delineated as Spence/l4emorial, St'

Matthews, Westminister, Daniel Maclntyre and the eastem portion of the a¡ea termed

Downtown. The majority of the clients, however, are located in the Spence¡lvfemorial area.

For the purpose of this practicum, therefore, the Spence/lvfemorial Neighbourhood

becomes the specific focus fo¡ the neighbourhood analysis component of the study, due to

the fact that the majority of the clients reside in the area, that both sites are located in the

neighbourhood, and that the area is cha¡acteristic of the aforementioned neighbourhoods.

The site evaluation component of the appraisal will deal primarily with site specific

cha¡acteristics. To be consistent with the approach discussed in Chapter Four, it is

essential to determine the study a¡ea boundaries to establish the ateas' location in the much

larger urban setting and to provide a frame of reference for which conclusions may be

drawn regarding the community directly being served by the sites.

6,2 Case Study

In this section ofthe practicum, each ofthe locational criteria and thek subsequent variables

will be described and analyzed to portray the characteristics of Site A and Site B. The

description of site and area characteristics will assist the scoring procedure undertaken in

the Evaluative Scoring Matrices.
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Progrøn Format:

Day Nursery Centres program alternatives are of a highly flexible natu¡e and ì,vithin the

specified study area would work to meet the child's physiological and developmental

needs, the parental needs and requirements, as well as to improve the social welfare of the

community. The programming objectives, stated in Day Nursery's historical

perspectus, provide a f¡amework that is conducive to change and that will meet the ever

changing requirements of modern day care services.

Within the SpenceÂr4emorial neighbourhood, a few community pro$ams exist which may

be integrated into the program format to enhance the educational and socialization

opponunities presented by the sewice. For example, the City of Vr'innipeg - Pa¡ks and

Recreation Depanment offers summer programs such as arts and crafts and organized

sports at the Redboine Leisure Centre and the Broadway Optimist Community Club.

Furthermore, the West End Cultural Centre offe¡s such activities as music and theaEe.

These activities could in turn be integrated into the Centres programming to enhance the

service they provide.

The patrons of Day Nursery Centre are primarily low-income families who depend solely

upon government subsidies in order to obtain day care services' The financial

infrastructu¡e established by Day Nursery Centre is targeted at the low-income groups and

works in conjunction with the kovince of Manitoba - Depanment of Health and Social

Development to provide a subsidized system to meet the needs of low-income families.

This approach is an equitable one which offers day ca¡e services to everyone at an even
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level so that even the most underprivileged can utilize day care services to increase thei¡ life

chances.

The programming format created by Day Nursery Centre works towards providing an

appropriate amount ofphysical, mental, social, and emotional development (as discussed in

Chapter Two) by establishing a core of activities which meet the provincial stândards and

regulations regarding play time, educational time, rest time' etc. It must be noted

however, that within the case study, the prog¡am format category exhibits a scoring

anomaly ar Site B; even though Day Nunery Centres programming strives to fulfill the

developmental standards and regulations, the spatial limitations at the site inhibit

developmental activities and subsequendy, support for the centre.

The political support (Provincial, Municipal) exhibited towa¡ds the Young United Church

site is very strong due to the program format and the type of day care services provided. In

addition, political will for the centre is fu¡ther srengthened through community support and

involvemenr primarily testing upon the historical significance of Young United Church.

However, the political will and community support exhibited to\ryard Site B is moderate

because of the site constraints evident, even though the demand for day care services is

high.

E c o nomic C o nside ratio ns :

The capital cos¡s associated with Site A consist primarily of land and construction costs

and are quite considerable in relation ro the funding srructure in place (see Appendix D)
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even with the arrangement established with Young United Chu¡ch @ay Nursery Centre is

required to pay their portion of total facility development). As the figures illustrate, there is

an approximate $20,000 sho¡tfall in funding, however, the cost to the client, and the

services provided, will not be affected due to the shonfall. Funding for capital costs is met

through the variety of service organizations solicited and is separate from operating costs

which a¡e facilitated through the parental fees and the subsidy system established tkough

the government agencies in place. In the Site B scenario, the capital costs would be

moderate when compared to the funding structures in place, however, a disparity between

the capital costs and the funding in place may become more pronounced due to the site and

facility constraints apparent at Site B. As is the case with Site A, the cost to the client, and

the sewices provided, would not be affected by the cost of facility redevelopment due to the

financial structu¡e established by Day Nursery Centre.

The ha¡d services in place at Site A are adequate. The sewer and water syste¡ns have been

recently upgraded and will sufficiently meet facility needs and requirements. In addition,

the sidewalks directly adjacent to the site have also been upgraded, therefore, the service

costs associated with the development of Site A score low on the evaluation table. As per

the Spencefir4emorial Community Revitalization Srategy the ha¡d services associated witlt

Site B development score high on the evaluation table due to the fact that the water and

sewer systems in that pan of the neighbourhood need upgrading. In addition, the

sidewalks servicing Site B and the sunounding area, require a great deal of repair to reach

an exceptable grade (as per the Spence/À4emorial Revitalization Strategy, the sidewalks in

the area have been scheduled for reconstruction, but as to date the only visible work done

adjacent to the site has been on Furby Ave).
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Having examined the facility design of both sites, as well as the programming of Day

Nursery Cenre a variety of indoor and outdoor equipment needs became appa¡ent' Indoor

activity søtions and a variety of educational tools (toys) or support equipment, as well as

outdoor play equipment are essential in providing the most optimum environment for

developmenl The equipment costs at both Site A and Site B will be considerable relative to

the funding structure in place (See Appendix D). As was the case in the section on capital

costs, however, the cost to the client and the provision of eqúipment would not be affected

by the significant equipment costs due to the budgeting structu¡e established by Day

Nursery Cenües Board of Directors. However, as is evident in the section on capital costs,

the equipment costs may have a greater value than originally anticipated, thus affecting the

sco¡e of the variable.

Due to the nature of Site A, i.e, a new facility, the proposed services offered, and the need

for day care, the moneta¡y support by govemment agencies and alte¡native service

organizations for the project is high (See Appendix D) which in turn ¡educes the

construction budget for facility development and increases the utility to the parent. Site B,

on the other hand exhibits a variety of consraints, including facility design, location, and a

less than desirable social climate. The funding organizations solicited, therefore, may not

offer the same support for Site B as compared to Site A, thus increasing the cost of the

services and decreasing the utility the cenre may provide to the parents and the community.

Socíal Conditions:

The population ofthe Spence/Àtfemorial area has been declining since 1971, howeve¡, from
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1981-1986 it has increased at a rate of approximately 20Vo. Today the population in the

area stands at approximately 12,000. The neighbourhoods have a fairly young population

and approximat ely 157o of the population of the spence area is under 45 years of age,

while in Memorial 687o falls into this category. Furthermo¡e, approximately 257o of the

Spence population is in the 0-17 age category, whereas, in the Memorial afea it is l4Eo.

conversely, l77o of the Memorial population is 65 years and older, while in the spence

neighbourhood the figure is approximately 97o.

The family characteristics of the area are as follows; in the Spence area, there are

approximately 2,100 households of which 57 Vo arc households with no children and 10Vo

are single parent households. Households with two parent families comprise 33Vo of the

total. In the Memorial area, there are approximately 3,800 households and almost 807o of

the household forms represent either single people living alone or childlesi couples. Single

parent households represent ll.vo or the household forms and t\4,o adult families with

children represe nt only 2Vo of the total household forms.93 Overall, the pefcentage of one

person households in both spence (407o) and Memorial (60vo) is quite high compared to

the city averages.

In the lwwcRP Neighbourhood survey conducted in the spring of 1988, it was found that

over 507o of the respondents in the Spence/À4emorial a¡ea intended to move within 2 years.

Of the residents surveyed, 63?o sTale.d that theil stay in the area was a transition point in

their lives and that when their life situation improved they would be moving to a much

more appealing environment. Within the two neighbourhoods, having children was the

93 Manitoba/Winnipeg Community Reviølization Program., "Sp€nc€ Memorial Neighbourhood

Survey".
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biggest factor influencing the decision to relocate. Of those planning to move from the area

77Vo of the residents surveyed in the Spence area planned to move because the

neighbourhood was not safe, while in the Memorial a¡ea,657o of the survey had the same

response. In addition, in the Spence wea, 45Vo of the survey wanted to move because the

neighbourhood was run down, while in the Memorial area the figure was 50Vo. The

following are results of the suwey of the length of søy in the community.

(Table 14) Shows længth of Stav in Case Study Neighbourhoods,

læss than one year

One to two years

Th¡ee to four years

Five to nine years

Ten years or more

Soence A¡ea

12.07o

27.47o

13.4Vo

l8.lVo

35.lVa

Memoria-l A¡ea

19.27o

L8.7Va

22.5Vo

14.ÙVa

25.67o

The Spence/lvfemorial area has a high percentage of renters in comparison to the rest of the

City of Winnipeg. In the Spence area, approximately 817o of the households are rented

and l9Va of the households are owned. In the Memorial area approximately 94Vo arc rentd

and 6Vo of the households a¡e owned.

A statistical examination of the income levels in the area indicate they are predominantly

low. Within the Spence area 45qo of the to¡al families had an income less than $10,000 per

year. At the top end of the scale, S.L?o of the population had incomes over $40,000 per
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year. The statistics also indicate that approximately 437o of the residents are employed full

trme, 357o are unemployed , lTVo are employed part time, 77o are students , anð' 4Vo ue

retired. Of these figures, the sources of income a¡e as follows; 567o Employment,207o

Reti¡ement Pension, 197o Social Assistance, 37o Unemployment Insurance, and lVa

Student Aid. Within the Memorial area, 337o of the population has a total family income

of less than $10,000 per year. At the other end of the scale,67o of the population has a

total family income of over $40,000 per year. The statistics indicate that 397¿ of the

residents are employed full time, 287o are unemployed, L4Vo are students l07o are

employed part time, and 10Vo are retired. Of the above, the income sou¡ces a¡e; 507o

Employment, 397o Retirement Pension, 137o Social Assistance, 57o Student Aid, and 37a

Unemployment Insurance.

The crime rate in the area is moderate to high depending on the activity .and time of day.

Within the area, the crimes that predominate are breaking and entering, domestic disputes

and vandalism. The majority of criminal activity takes place at night and on the weekends

and is primarily attributed to alcohol related activities. A higher rate of criminal incidents

seems to occur closer to Site B due to the activity in and around the Sherbrook Inn, which

is located direcdy across the street from Saint Demetrious Romainian Onhodox Church. ln

addition, a low income housing co-op exists opposite Site B and a high proportion of

juveniles loiter around the building and frequently cause disturbances. This may be

problematic for the day.care workers who may have day to day confrontations with these

teens.

The use¡ needs study undertaken, as well as, some personal interviews within the

community revealed the fact that cornmunity panicipation towards facilities such as a day
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care centre, would be relative to the services offered. Therefore, community participation,

if viewed as a resource, would seem to be considerably higher at Site A than at Site B due

to the fact that it is a new facility and seems to offe¡ more to the community's social service

network.

The trends exhibited in the community participation determinant are ¡eflected in the

community asset consideration in the model. The clientele surveyed felt that a new facility

with joint-use programs and an environment conducive to development would be more of a

benefit to the community than an upgraded site with locational and spatial limitations. The

residents also felt that any service of this kind would ultimately be beneficial to the

community at large.

Sp atial C o rs iderarto ns :

Preliminary sketch plans for Site A, indicate that the day ca¡e component of the church

redevelopment, including outside play space and the windows of the facility, a¡e situated in

the optimum position for exposure to natural sunlight. This is not the case for Site B. The

proposed a¡ea fo¡ outdoor play space is situated on the east side of the building and

therefore is shaded during the aftemoon hours when the majority of outside activities take

place. Furthermore, the facility design is not conducive to providing an adequate amount

of natu¡al sunlight to the interior space.

It is evident f¡om the preliminary sketch plans that the interior and exterior space of Site A

adequately meet the spatial requirements for a facility with a clientele of 50 child¡en
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according to the regrlations established under @
Act (1986) of the Government of Manitoba (See Chapter Three). The facility meets all of

the dimensional requirements discussed in Chapter Three regarding individual space, group

space, parent and community space and service space. The useable floor space fo¡ Site B

however, does not provide a sufficient amount of floo¡ a¡ea to me€t the spatial requirements

fo¡ individual and group space. As well, parent, community, and service space appears to

exist, but is of an insufficient size to suitably fulfill the spatial rcquirements previously

discussed. In addition, it must be noted that Site B exhibits a scoring anomaly; it is

compatible with the existing bui.lt environment, but the facility does not provide any benefrt

to the community in terms of useable space.

Parking is a site specific concern within the planning søge of facility development and Site

A provides more than adequate parking arrangements. The planned site includes sufficient

space for a drop-off and pick-up a¡ea, as well as space to meet the requirements of the day

care employees and ùe va¡ious meetings that may be held at the facility. In addition, Site A

is situated adjacently to a residential community where off-site parking is readily available.

In contrast, Site B has no on-site parking available for staff or meeting purposes, and there

is limited space available to adequately integrate a drop-off and pick-up a¡ea. Off-site

parking , however, is available on the residential streets adjacent to the site.

Locational Aspects:

Site A is readily available for development. The site is owned by Young United Church

ard an agreement between the chu¡ch and Day Nursery Centre for a day care component in
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the new building has been entered into at a very ¡easonable cost, where as, Site B is not

readily available. An agteement would have to be secu¡ed, associated with potential legal

problems.

Both Site A and Site B exist in moderate proximity to altemative day care services. There

are seven altemative day care options in the neighbourhood, however, the statistical

analysis and resea¡ch indicates that a strong need for full time day ca¡e services is requked

in the a¡ea, and that the proximity to other services would have a marginal effect upon the

patronage of the sewice presently discussed.

In relation to the existing geographical client distribution þresent clients and waiting Iist),

the research determined the centre of gravity to be the corner of Broadway Avenue and

Spence Street. Site A is in very close proximity to the center of graviry, whereas Site B is

located two blocks south, in moderate proximity. Refening to DeChaira and Koppleman's

Site Planning Standa¡ds the access standa¡ds for Nursery Schools within a neighbourhood

should not exceed one half mile walking distance (one way) from the facility, with one

quarter mile being an ideal walking distance. If the day care centre is not within the one

half mile maximum, it should be within at least fifteen minutes elapsed time by public

transit or automobile. Both Site A and Site B fulfill the standa¡ds for walking distance, as

well as the desi¡ed time limit for travel by car or public transportation.

Neighbourhood accessibility rates very high on the site evaluation table. The major

thoroughfares mentioned on page 107 (See Map 2), with the addition of Westministe¡
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Avenue, Broadway Avenue, Ellice Avenue, and Sargent Avenue, provide a very accessible

community to the pedestrian as well as vehicular traffic.

Neighbourhood blight relates to the environmental quality of the surrounding community

and examines physical characteristics such as the condition of buildings, pollution,

community decay, etc. Both Site A and Site B score an acceptable rating in the site

evaluation process, however, the community could be subject to further decay. This trend

towa¡ds further decay is evident in the condition of the housing stock and the deterioration

of the neighbourhood parks. Within the Spence/lvlemorial Neighbourhood, 507o of the

housing stock was constructed prior to 1920 and more than half of this housing is in fair to

poor condition and requires repairs in excess of those provided in the course of regular

maintenance. In addition, the neighbourhood parks are in a state of decay, they are poorly

maintained and in a run down state.94

In contrast to the residential ffeâs, the commercial corridors at Sherbrook Street, Broadway

Avenue and Portage Avenue appear to be in somewhat better condition' As stated ea¡lie¡,

Site A is situated within the commercial corridor on Broadway Avenue and benefits from a

safer, cleaner environment than Site B, which may result in a parental perception of a safe

envi¡onment for day care services. Site B, is located in a primarily residential component

of the neighbourhood which displays signs of decay due to the condition of the housing

stock and general uncleanliness (pollution) of the area. Site B, is therefo¡e perceived as

having a less desi¡able envi¡onmental quality which is reflected in the scoring.

94 Manitoba¡ìVinnipeg Community Revifalizadon Program., "Community Revitalizarion Srategy for the

Spence-Memeorial Neig hbourhoods ", p. 10.
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Site A is distinguished as a Public/ Quasi Public land use and is situated in an a¡ea which

has a significant proportion of commercial land use activity. Commercial activity exists to

the north, east, and west of the site, whereas, to the south of the site the land use is

primarily Multiple Dwellings and l,ow Density Dwellings. Within close proxirnity to Site

A there a¡e no significant conflicting land uses. Site A is mned C3 Commercial and day

care faciliries are a permitted use in this zoning category. Site B is also a Public/ Quasi

Public land use and is located in an a¡ea with a high proportion of Low Density Dwellings.

Directly adjacent to the east and west of the site, however, is commercial activiry, and to

the south of the site exists a signifTcant proportion of Multiple Dwellings. The Sherbrook

Inn is located directly across from Site B and would appear to be a conflicting land use

primarily due to its patronage and activities. The zoning for the area is R2T-Two Famiiy

Transitional, and to integrate a day care facility within Site B, a zoning variance would be

required (See Map 2).

The community amenities in the vicinity of site A and site B are of a poor nature. within

the spence/Memorial area, there is a lack of tecreational space and only a few

neighbourhood services and amenities which may enhance the centre's services. The

Broadway optimist community club is located on Young St., just south of Broadway

Ave, and may be used for some activities. According to the revitalization strategy referred

to earlier, however, the facility is in poor condition. The lighting is inadequate, the fence is

broken, the wading pool needs repair, and so on. l,ocated on the west side of Langside st'

is the Redboine Neighbourhood Centre. This site also needs upgrading. The building is

triangular in shape and is awkwa¡d for use, while the grounds are uneven which makes it

difficult to use the site effectively. The Furby Street Playground and Spence Tot Lot offer

outdoor play space, however, these sites contain play equipment that is uninspiring, with
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the Spence Tot Lot viewed as undesirable due to its location between major traffic arte¡ies

and its proximity to a hotel. There are also passive parks that exist at Ellice Ave and

Balmoral St, Cumberland Ave and Balmoral St. and Mostyn Place, but these parks are seen

as being poorly maintained and unsafe (i.e. not suiøble for recreadonal use by a day care

centre). In contrast, the Sherbrook Pool is situated in the community and may be a

signiñcant benefit to the p¡og¡amming of the facility. The scoring differentiation exhibited

in the evaluative scoring matrixes primarily is due to Site A being in closer proximity to the

amenities that do exist.

The location of Site A poses some significant problems with regard to traffic safety and

envi¡onmental quality. As discussed earlie¡, Site A is situated on Broadway Ave and one

block east of Sherbrook St. These roadways are major arteries into the study areâ for

patrons of the commercial activities present, as well as the residential component of the

area. Thus, the amount of Eaffìc directly around Site A would be substantial, making

safety questionable, and in turn, having a direct effect upon environmental quality. Site B

is located in a much less travelled area, although Westminister Ave is a major collector

route which runs dbectly in front of the site. Furthermore, there may be some question

about t¡affic safety due to the close proximity of Site B to the cornmercial activity on

Sherbrook Ave, such as the Sherbrook Inn and the neighboring physicians office on

Westminster St. The 
.a¡ea 

is seen, however, as having moderate traffic levels which

consequenty produce average safety levels and result in a slight environmental impact.

Both Site A and Site B a¡e situated close to the Winnipeg Public Transit System making

transit service readily accessible. As previously discussed, Site A is located on a major
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anery with a bus stop located directly in front of the site. Site B is situated on a collector

¡oute and it's proximity to public transit is suffîcient as a locational concern. To access

transit services one must walk one block west, thus making transit services at Site B,

marginally less accessible than Site A.

The proposed building design for the new Young United Church (Site A) wiII fit

appropriately into the existing built envi¡onment. The architectural frm undertaking the

project is committed to ensuring the building stands on its own as a religious facility and

that it does not dominate the sEeet front, but offers an aesthetically pleasing quality to the

neighbourhood. As discussed ea¡lier, Site B is an existing facility and it's design fits

appropriately into the community's existing urban fabric.

On the basis of the above analysis and descriptions, the results shall be translated and

scored in the calibrated scoring system established so that each site can be compa¡ed on an

individual basis and by specific client group (See Tables i5-20).



(Table 15) Evaluative Scoring Matrix
Site A: Young United Chu¡ch

Client Grouo: Child

Category

E

C)
I oz

É
é
8ú

È

É'á
ô

.c
É

t

à
(.)

I
5
¿5 Scor€

Program
Format

Program Altematives 3 3 3 I
Joinr Use-Options t ) 4

Sta¡da¡ds â¡d Res 3 3

Social
Conditiont

Stability I

2 2

Spatial Sun Exoosure
Fa.ilitv Si"e

[,ocatiofial
Aspects

Cent¡alitv
4

Mixed l,and Use &
Community Amenities I

Traffic
Prôximitv to Pnhlic Trânsil

Score 6 6 4 9 3 7 9 9 6 59

Scorlng Key

I = Low/Poor
2 = Medlum/Acceptable
3 = Hlgh/Very Good

Locstlotral IEdex = 59
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0ab1e 16) Evaluative Sco¡ing Matrix
Site A: Young United Church

Client Grouo: Parent

Category

".rS
¡)

o

9

I

z

tÐ

þ

à

f

È

o

I

o
Þ
,ã

Ð

d

I
ö

B

Ar

U

€

I

É

t¡l

>

Score

Program
Format

ProÂram Alter 3 3 9

Joint Use-Options 2
,,

Use¡ Fee Equity 3

Standa¡ds srìd Regulatio¡u 3 3 6

Political Will
CaDital Costs

t
3

Equipment Cost

v Sou¡ce 3 ? 9

Social

Stâbilitv
3

Clime

Communitv ParticiDÀtion 1 3

ìtv Assel 2

Spatial

Sun ExDosure 3

Facility Size 3 6

Pa¡kins 6

[,ocational
Aspects

Land AvaiÌability 3 3

Prôximitv to othe¡ Centre s 2

Cent¡ality 3 3

Neishbourhood Blisht
Mixed L¿nd Use & l¿oning
comÍrunrt Ametuhes
lrarng
rfOX¡tn¡¡V tO rUOl¡C I ransll 6

Building DesiFy'Aesthetics 3 3

Score t2 l4 I 2 I 3 14 3 94

ScorlDg Key

I = Low/Poor
2 = Medlum/Acceptable
3 = Hlgh/Very Good
Locstlotrsl Index = 94
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(fable i7) Evaluative Scori¡g Marix
Site A: Young United Church

Client Group: Communitv

Category x
D€t€rminants

à

l) rq

È

:

)

E

4

'E

>

I

¿

t¡)

Ê
o

É

tÐ

É
E

()

Score

Program
Format

P¡o8¡8m Allemalrves 3 3 I t2
Joint Use-Options 2 n ¿

Use¡ Fee Eouity 3 3 3 9

Polirical Will 3 3 6

Capital costs t
Ha¡d Servic€s

Equipment Cosl ,

Social

Pooulation chanee
Stability t I
Tenu¡e
Income lævels 3

C¡ime Levels t 4

Community Pa¡tic¡patlon 3 3 3 3 t2

' Asset

Spatial
Faciliry Size 3 3 6

ra¡Krnq
Land Ava¡lab¡lrfY 3

Ce 3 ?

3 6
4

Aspects Mixed LsJrd Use & i¿omng

Commurury Amerutles
'lrallic
rfoxünlty lo rublrc I ransrt 3

Buildine IJesisn/Ae

Score 9 t0 9 8 9 4 9 107

Scorlng Key

I = Low/Poor
2 = M ed luD/Acceptable
3 = Hlgh/Very Good

Locstlonal Index = 107
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(rabb i8)

, Client Groun: Child

+Scorlng Anomaly (See Footnole E4) Scorlng Key

I = Low/Poor
2 = Medlum/Acceptable
3 = Hlgh/Very Good
Locstlotral Index = 49

Category

o oz

¿
e

Êr

sê

E
i,

Ò

o

c

o

b
6(J

ô Score

Program
Fo¡mat

hog¡am Altematives 3 3 3 9

Joint U5e-Options 2 ,, 4

Standå¡ds ond ReßuÌ 3 5

Social
Conditions

Stability I
C¡ime

Spatial Sùn

Facilitv Size

Locational
Aspecs

Centrality
z

Mixed Land Use & Zonins 2 2
Commünitv Amenities 1 1 1

lrallic ),

Proximitv to Public l ¡ensir

Score 6 6 4 I 2 3 8 8 4 49



(fable 19)

*Scorlng Anomaly (see Footnote 84) Scorlng Key

1= Low/Poor
2 = Medlum/Acceptsble
3 = Hlgh/Good
Locatlonal Index = 73

Client Groun: Parent

Category ".x
¿
!t

A
9

z
o

¡Jl

à
5

È

o

b
à.
Þ
I

À

À
d
o
À
ô

3
É

H

()
€

u

¿

¡¡)

>-

o

.a Score

Program
Format

P¡og¡8.m Al¡emauves q

Joint Use-options 4

User Fee Eauity 3

stândâ¡ds ånd Reeulatioü 5 5

Political Will
.,

CaDital Costs
2

,,

Cost

v Source z , 2 6

Social Crime

Community Participation 2

Spatial

Sun Exposr¡¡e I
Faciliry Size 2 I 3

la¡Klng

[¡cational
Aspects

LAnO AvaUADll¡ry

Proximity to othef Centre's

Cent¡ality 4

Mixed l-ånd Use & i¿onins a

Community Arnenrhes
lrâl¡rc
hoximity to Public Transit 4

3

Score 9 l3 9 I 7 3 I 3 73
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*Scorlng Anomaly (see Footnote E4)
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Scorlng K€y

I = Low/Poor
2 = Medlum/Acceptable
3 = Hlgb/Very Good

Locstlo¡al ¡o¿s¡ = 87

Client Grouo: Communitv

Category ".x ¡)

É

c
Ée

o E

å

ð

o
e

.E

e

.9
z

¡¡¡

È

to

oã
â

¡¡)

E

.4

Score

hogram
Format

l¡rograJn Allemstlves 3 l¡,

Joint Us€-Opdons 2 2 4

User Fee Eouiw 3 3 s

Political Will 2 2 4

Cspital Costs t
Hard Services

t Cost 2

Moneta¡v Sou¡ce ¿

Social

Population Change

Stability
.,

'I enì¡¡e

I¡come lævels

Crime Levels 2

Communiry ParliciPation 2 z 2

Spatial
Faciliry Size 3 4

Pa¡krng
Land Avarlab¡llty
Cent¡ality 2

,,

hbourhoocl Accessrb¡llr 6

J\e¡gnDoufnoocl 4

Aspects Mixed L,snd Use & Zonins
a

Community Ameruties

Traflìc ) 2

Proxrmrtv to rublrc I tansll 4

Büìldire f)esisn/Aestherics

Score l4 8 7 8 8 9 6 3 I 87
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6.3 Site Evaluation

The scoring of the site evaluation unfolds in the following mânner: Site A sco¡es 260 out

of a possible 315 points and therefo¡e is above average when compared to the established

locational index (See Table 21). In conEast to Site A, Site B scores 209 out of a possible

315 and could be considered for development as the agFegate total is above the minimum

Iocational index of 105. However, as a ¡esult of the analysis, many advantages and

deficiencies at each site become apparent.

As mentioned above, each site exhibits a variety of advanøges and deficiencies. The

analysis howevet, ¡evealed that the program format established by Day Nursery CenEe

would be a benefit to either site if developed due to its flexible nature and ability to meet the

needs and requirements of the client g¡oups.

Site A: Advantages

Site A exhibits a number of advantages for development (See Tables 15-17). First' the

economic considerations associated with Site A could be seen as favorable due to the

arrangement established between Day Nursery Centre and Young United Church. Facility

developmenl is further.supported, monetarily, by a variety of service organizations. In

addition, the economic considerations associated with this site are advantageous due to the

quality of the hard services in place. Second, the potential for a high degree of community

participation was exhibited by the existing clients, and the residents surveyed in the

IvVWCRP study indicated that this type of facility would benefit the community' Thi¡d' the



(Iable 21) Evaluative Scoring Matrix

SiteA &B Summa{v Table
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Scoring Key
Locational Index = 260

Scoring Key
Locational Index = 209

Site: A

I¡c¿tional
Criteria
Caægories

Ginrns

c

at)(J

É

Ar

a

()

Program Format 19 23 3l 73

Economic
Considerations

N/A l8 t0 28

Social
Conditions

3 ll 4l

Spatral
Consideration s

12 15 9 36

L¡cational
25 n 30 82

Total 59 94 107 260

Site: B

Locational
Criteria
Categories thO

I
A

tro
U

Program Format l8 23 29 70

Economic
Considerations

N/A 14 7 2l

Social
Conditions

2 9 21 32

Spatiâl
Conside¡ations 6 6 5 t7

l¡cational 23 2t 25 69

Total 49 73 87 209

tBoth Sit€s scored out of a possible 315 points.
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preliminary sketches indicate the building design presents a variety of advantages. The

proposed day care component of the facility futfills the spatial requirements discussed in

Chapter Three, and is positioned to provide an acceptable amount of sun exposure both

indoon and outdoors. In addition, an adequate amount of parking space has been allocated

for employees, clients and community use. Founh, Site A is situated in a central location

within the communify, and its close proximity to public Eansit makes it very accessible to

the residents. Finally, there is a very low proportion of mixed land uses and the area is

zoned C3 Commercial. Day care services are a permitted use within this category.

Site A: Deficiencies

Even though Site A exhibits a variety of advantages, some deficiencies are appa¡ent. First,

the SpenceMemorial population base displays a high degree of instability. and the majority

of respondents in the M/IVCRP survey viewed their stay in the neighbourhood as a

transitional point in their lives. This characteristic could be interpreted as a lack of

commitment to the community. Second, the c¡iminal activity, as well as the high

proportion of transients in the area, may be seen as having a detrimental affect on day care

services. Third, the parks and community centres in the a¡ea a¡e in a run down condition

and would not solicit any use from the day care facility. Finally, with the site location

sur¡ounded by major traffic aneries, the safety of the child¡en is a constant concern.

Site B: Advantages

In contrast to Site A, Site B displays few advantages for development, and these

advantages are primarily of a locational nature (See Tables l8-20). First, Site B is located
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in a fairly central location in the community, and the public transit routes and major

thoroughfares a¡e of a close enough proximity to make the site accessible. Second, and

probably most advantageous, is the low traffrc flow directly adjacent site B. The traffic

flow is substantially less tha¡ Site A, and would offer an increased degree of safety to the

child. Finally, the building design of the existing structure fits well with the u¡ban fabric

and would offer a benefit for ¡edevelopment due to the fact that majo¡ exteriot renovations

would not be re4uired.

Site B: Deficiencies

As previously mentioned, rhe program fomar esrablished by Day Nursery Centre would be

beneficial to either site. However, the spatial limitations exhibited by Site B may work

against meeting the programming objectives of Day Nursery Centre and may hinder a

variety of developmental activities. Second, the capital costs associated with Site B appear

to be moderate in relation to the funding structures in place, however, the capital costs may

increase due to the leasehold agreement. Fu¡thermore, the cost fof the upgrading of hard

services may also increase as a result of a more in-depth engineering study. Third, as was

the case with Site A, residents in the neighbourhood view their stay in the area as

transitional and this may result in a lack of community commitment. ln addition, Site B is

located one block east of the Sherbrook Inn and crime statistics indicate that the majority of

the criminal activity within the community occurs in this a¡ea- Fourth, Site B is deficient in

useable floor space and does not adequately meet the needs articulated in Chapter Three.

The outdoor play space available at Site B is insufficient in size and is situated in the least

optimum position for maximum sun exposure. The interior space which would be used fol
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day care services is also poorly situated, and therefo¡e would result in an inadequate

amount of sun exposr,¡re. Finally, the zoning category for Site B is R2T-Two Family

Transitional and a zoning va¡iance would be required for facility redevelopment.

Furthermore, as was the case with Site A, the neighbou¡hood ameirities are in a run down

state and would be of linle benèfit to the day care facility.

As a result of the scoring procedure, as well as the identification of advantages and

deficiencies, Site Ais deemed more desirable for day care facility development than is

Site B. Site B could, however, be considered for facility development due to the fact that

it scores above the established minimum locational index, but the likelihood of ils being

developed is remote due to site specif,rc defrciencies.

6.4 Methodotogical Overview and Model Evaluation

The methodology incorporated in this practicum proved to be an effective process for

evaluating potential community based day ca¡e sites. The preliminary research (Chapters

One - Four) set out to consider the components integral to the development of community

based day care facilities by establishing the significant client groups associated with day

ca¡e services and their specific needs and requilements. ln addi.tion, the research created an

exhaustive list of locational criteria which have a direct impact upon the interest groups and

subsequent facility development. The remaining thÌee chapters of the practicum (Chapters

Five - Seven), established the type of planning model used within the practicum (to

evaluate the criteria), implemented the model on a case study, and provided conclusions

and recommendations for futute studies of this nature. Overall, the process proved to be
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effective in meeting the goals and objectives of the practicum by providing a pragmatic

approach to analysis which in turn lends itself to an implementation strategy, administrative

in natu¡e, determi¡ing the viability of a potential day care location (site). However, despite

the overall success of the methodology, no approach is perfect and a variety of problems

pertaining to the model were uncovered during the model implementation phase. The

following discussion will add¡ess how the model responded, overall, by exhibiting its

specific contributions to an analysis of this nature and will identify the problem areas

encountered.

The success of the model lies in the criteria chosen for model construction pu¡poses as well

as the calibration procedure previously discussed. The utilization of the three interest

groups (child, parent and community) and the fïve locational criteria categories (program

format, economic considerations, social conditions, spatial considerations and locational

aspects), is based on the assumption that the determinants (variables) identified add¡ess the

considerations essential in determining the viability of a potential day care faciüty, and are

therefore, founded (entirely) on the effect of these determinants on the interest groups.

The utilization of a model comprised of four specific components proved to be very

effective. The first component of the model provided a comprehensive checklist of

variables essential to a locational analysis. In addition, the first component of the model

identified the impact ofthe determinants on the client groups and furthermo¡e enabled the

exhaustive list of c¡iteria to be calibrated or adjusted to the case study undertaken in Chapter

Six.
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The second component of the model enabled the specific impacts encountered in the fi¡st

component to be evaluated through the use of the Site Evaluation Key' This type of

evaluation process provided a means for assessing the determinants (variables) and

converting the ¡esults into a numerical scoring system for measurement pulposes.

The evaluative scoring matrices, the third component of the model, presented the scoring

results accumulated f¡om the evaluation table and in each case eståblished an agg¡egate total

determined as the maximuÍy'minimum value range. The total accumulated in each of the

matrices provided a variety of conclusions pertaining to the specific interest group and

specific site cha¡acteristics. In addition, the evaluative matrices provided a systemâtic

process for presenting the scoring results, as well as delineating specific site advantages

and deficiencies.

The fourth component of the model, the Summary Tables, provided a means for

determining how each particula¡ site scored in comparison to the established locational

index. The summary tables also fumished a method for comparing the sites to one another

and assisted the researcher in further supporting the results obtained from the analysis.

A variety of problems became apparent when evaluating the model. Due to its simplistic

nature, the model incorporated limited statistical information for example, and may have

been more precise if the process included a wider range of criteria determinants. Anothel

problem is exhibited in the scoring of the variables in the second and third components of

the model. Even though the value range is stipulated, the scoring procedure is subjective in

nàtu¡e a¡d therefore open to va¡ious interpretations as to the impact on the client gfoups. It

is this ambiguity which may subsequently affect the viability of a potential site. Another
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aspect of the model that becomes a limiting factor is that it does not lend itself to the

incorporation of additional va¡iables once the criteria determinants have been calibrated. It

may be difficult, therefo¡e, to apply the calibrated model to an alternative site b€cause as

was discussed in Chapter Fou¡, each site has unique characteristics which must be

incorporated into the analysis to guarantee its overall success.

Even though the model exhibited a variety of shortcomings, it was successful in achieving

two objectives. First, it provided a set of locational criteria which could be used for

subsequent examinations of this nature. Secondly, the model provided a simple and

adequate indication of site viability through the utilization of a numerical scoring procedure.

Having evaluated the methodology and the model created for the purpose of this practicum,

a few recommendations can be made which would strengthen the overall process. First,

the preliminary research should incorporate more a¡eas of study to ensure a more

comprehensive analysis. Second, where applicable additional statistical information

should be utilized to srengthen the model. Third, criteria identification and model

development should be undenaken at the same time so as to ensure the overall success of

the model. Fou¡th, the model should be consfi¡cted in a manne¡ so as to allow for the

incorporation of additional variables unique to a particular case study. Fifth, the

ambiguous nature of the nume¡ical scoring procedure should be eliminated by creating a

more precise evaluation process through a mathematical weighting system, for example.

Finally, if recommendation number five proves to be unobtainable, add a Plus (+)

Minus C) value range to the scoring procedure (as opposed to a scoring anomaly
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characteristic *) to account for the subjective nature of the evaluation process, which would

subsequently provide a degree of flexibility when determining the overall viability of a site.



CHAPTER SEVEN

Conclusíons



C HAPTER SEVEN : C ONC LA SION S

The overall objective of this practicum was to establish a client group needs and locational

criteria checklist which would subsequently be integated into an evaluative model for site

evaluation purposes, thus fulfilling the requirements a¡ticulated by Day Nursery Centre.

The approach undertaken was pragmatic, administrative and implementation oriented and

was based on the premise that knowledge and insight will strengthen the relationship

between planning and day care.

The five a¡eas which comprise the basis for criteria development: progtam format,

economic considerations, social conditions, spatial considerations, and locational aspects,

identified a variety of considerations essential to the decision making process. It became

apparent through the research that each of these categories a¡e individual in nature, but

highly dependent upon one another for effective and efficient facility development.

The model developed in this practicum does not attempt to be the "best method" for site

evaluation, but rather establishes an approach which can be utilized in neighbourhoods in

other cities. The calibration procedure undertaken allows the planner to determine which

unique characteristics should be included or excluded based on specific or unique

characteristics present in the community. Identifying the criteria necessitates a procedure be

developed to evaluate them in relation to the project at hand, i.e. the creation of the model.

It is this process that enables the planner to evaluate the potential sites and draw

conclusions on the advantages and deficiencies present which helps determine the validiry

of a site. Although the results in this practicum are specifically related to the
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SpenceÂr4emorial Neighbourhood, there a¡e general considerations which a¡e evident in

other cities across the country.

Several conclusions can be drawn as a ¡esult of this research. First, the¡e is a need for day

ca¡e services in Winnipeg, and more specifically, within the inner city neighbourhoods.

Second, the practicum uncovered the benefits that an adequately planned day care facility

can provide to the neighbourhood if consideration is given to the characteristics of the

community: the people, its physical traits and its potential future. Third, the practicum

distinguishes the relationship between planning and day care and emphasizes the

importance of the planning component in orrr present and future day care system. Finally,

it became apparent from the resea¡ch that the type of service to be provided, the capitai

costs associated with the project, and the affordability of the service, are the overriding

factors for facility development.

The research and andysis revealed that the integration of a community based day care

facility is a complex endeavor and involves much more than simply implanting a physical

structure into a neighbourhood. Planning for future day care facilities p¡esents the

opponunity for both the planning profession and day care professionals to move in a

direction that ¡ecognizes the link between the two. It is hoped that this practicum will be

utilized by those individuals committed to ensuring the successful plaruring of community

based day care facilities.
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APPENDIX A:
Day Nursery Centre Client Sumey

l. Where do you live? Could you please give your present add¡ess, including the

closest intersection,

2. Do you own your home, or do you rent? Own......rent......

3 . How long have you lived at your present address?

4. Were you born in Canada? Yes........No........ If no, what country were you born in?

5. How long have you lived in Canada?

: 6. Are you married........single........divorced........widow........common Iaw........

.

'. 7. Who is completing the survey? Mother.......Father.......

:

i 8. How old are you? Mother......Father......

I 9. What is the highest g¡ade you have completed?

Mother
Grade 1-9........

G¡ade 9-12......

University.......

Father

Grade 1-9.........

Grade 9-12..,....

University........

I 10.Are you employed? If so: full time.......part time.......student........unemployed.......

:

: 11. What is your occupation(s), and where are you employed?
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1 1. What is you're total household income per year?

0-----9,000..........
10---14,000.........
15---20,000.........
2r---24,000.........
25---30,000.........
31---35,000.........
36 and up............

12. What form of transportation do you use? Ca¡..'..'.Bus'......Walk.....'..Other...'.'....

If you use the Bus, are you close to the Bus Stop? Yes'......No..."'.

Bovs Gi¡ls

13. How many child¡en do you have?

How old are they?

How many are in Day Care?

14. Do you think Day Care is good for your child(ren)? Yes........No....'...

15. Was Day Nursery Centre your frst choice for Day Care? Yes.'.....;No......'. If no'

what centre or altemative to Day Care was your first choice?

. 16. Are you satisf,ied with Day Nursery Centres services? Yes'..'....No....".. If No'

¡ why?
I

17. What is your cost per child/per week for Day Care services?

¡ 18. As a parent and a client of Day Nunery Centre, what issues do you feel are important

r when determining tlie future site of a Day Care center?
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APPENDIX B:
A Preilefíned Set of Criteríafor Neighbourhood Analysís

1. Physical Conditions
a) agelcondition (i.e. level of maintenance appropriate to age)

b) intensity/use/zoning (i.e. compatibldincompatible development and/or regulations)

includes pressure from adjacent development-transportation subsumed as a land use

c) services (i.e. level of service appropriate to population size and type or non-

residential land use)

d) isolation (enhancement of other effecs)

e) fragmentation (including pockets)

2. Population Cha¡acteristics

a) tenu¡e/transience

b) ethnicity (relative to income, tenure/transience, family/household characteristics)

c) income (relative to cost of housing, welfare incidence, etc.)

d) population growtty'decline (relative to household/family s\znlage)

e) household,/family growtVdecline, size, number of children

Ð age

3. Neighbourhood Image

a) historicaldevelopment

b) level of organizatiory'ethnicity

c) incidence of issues (use/intensity)

d) -income

-employment

-education

-age

-tenu¡e/tra¡rsience

e) property value/turn over
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APPENDIX C:
Land Use Plsnníng Process

Stage 1. Broad Assessment of Context - the process may be said to begin with the

institution of some form of organization that will subsequently decide that one of its proper

functions is land use planning.

stage 2. Framework for organizing and controlling - once the organization is in

place, the establishment of a framework for the organization and control of all subsequent

activities.

Stage 3. Specification of Broad Goals - broad policy goals are specified, in the

knowledge that they will subsequently be much developed and refined by the later stages in

the planning process.

Stage 4. Formulation of Feasible Objectives - the broad policy goals, although

obviously influenced to some extent by the known realities of the particular situation, were

formulated as ideals, to be ¡efined by subsequent examination, and eventually translated

into programmes of action, control and influence. The refinement begins with the

postulation of specifîc objectives that would ensure progress towards thepolicy goals, but

which can be made into achievable, tesøble and clearly understood proposals.

stage 5. Data Assembly - the next step is to assemble the data needed to amplify and

assess the objectives. Techniques for assembling data, including surveys and the use of

published material, are always given much attention in planning literarure.

Stage 6, Data Analysis - collection of data is simply the preliminary task to its analysis

to provide understanding of the existing situation and of likely futures. It is highly

desi¡able that it is known before the data is assembled what analytical techniques are to be

used, even if some modification proves necessary.

Stage 7. The Refinement of Goals - at this point, much more is known than at the

beginning of the land i:se planning process about the actual situations with which the

planners a¡e confronted, both in the present and the future. It is, therefore, appropriate to

¡evise the objectives, and possibly even the goals, which were formulated in relative

ignorance, in light of the known circumstances. This can be followed by the development

of altemative progtammes of action.
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stage 8. Development of 'objectives' Measures - as a necessary preliminary to

the evaluation process, in which alternative possibilities are carefully compared according

to predetermined criteria of usefulness, objective measures must be established. In

practice, this means measurable targets which can be assessed to give the benefits side of a

balance sheet against costs. The more apparently sophisticated the evaluation techniques

used, the more crucial this stage of the process is. It is extremely imponant that these

objective measures should be though out before the evaluation is undertaken.

stage 9, Evaluation - this stage in the planning process, puts together facts and values

in a comparison of the alternative possibilities - how well they achieve the objectives

specified and at what cost.

Stage 10. Decisions - the decision maken make thei¡ choice of the altemative courses

of action which the land use planners present to them as representing the most reasonable

means of achieving the goals originally specified'

stage 11. Implementation Procedures - once the decisions are made, procedures

for implementing the chosen policies and prograrnmes begin. The range of functions

involved includes answering questions, encouraging ecumenical co-operation and the

statutory control of development.

stage 12. Monitoring - monitoring of events provides the information needed to gauge

the real success or failure of implementation. That assessment constitutes one of three

facto¡s which will necessitate revision of objectives, and possible even broad goals. The

other two are elements in the pattern of events that were not foreseen and a change in the

principles or values held by the decision makers, the community or even the land use

planners.

stage 13. Revision of objectives, Possibly of Goats - It is certain that there

will be a need for revision of objectives, and maybe even of goals, due to one of the th¡ee

possible causes suggested above. We a¡e thus, in effect, back at Stage 7.

(Source: Margaret Roberts, "An Introduction to Town Planning Techniques", p' 33-40,

197 4).



APPENDIX D:
P relimin ary D e s ¡gn C o n stru c tin n B uilg et' D øy N ur s e ry C e ntre

Young Uníted Church

Ha¡d Costs hoject cost

Land 63'700
Construction 426,560
Furnishings/Equip

Other Costs

7,000

Total

63,700
426,560
7,000

733
I 1,503
31,992
2,961
2,066
2,033
9,r32
1,033
7,875
2,200

568,788
13,&3
2,69s

s85,126

112,500
110,000
31,927
100,000
50,000
30,000
25,000

459,427

30,000
50,000
20,000

105,000

564,427
(20,699)

Soft Costs
lnterim Dev Coord 733
Development Coord Fees 11,503
Architeitural Fe¿ s 3l,992
Technical Repons 2,961
Soecial Costs 2,066
Oioeratine Exnenses 1,033 1'000
L^åeaVAul¿it 

- 4,132 5,ooo
AdminisrativeCosts 1,033
Real Estate Fees 7 

'87 
5

Otlrer 2,200

Total
Contingency
GST

Total Cost

Funding in Place

Sale of Building
Mortgage
Heritage Fund
Spenceffemorial
C-ore Area Initiative
Winnipeg Foundation
Other

Subtotal

Funding in Progress

Sill Foundation 
-

Community Places
Community Incentive

Subtotal

' Total Funding
Surplus (Shortfall)

545,7t3
t3,643
2,695

23,07s

562,051 23,075




